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This study is concerned with movement identity construction processes in lifestyle 
movements (LMs). Identity in social movements is mostly studied in the context of 
traditional social movements, in which the movement identity is derived from a social 
structure and embodied in formal social movement organizations aiming at affecting state 
policy. Its identity construction is a process differentiating “we” from “our enemy”. However, 
as LMs are value-oriented, diffused, individualized in action, small-sized group in 
organization and aimed at cultural change, the traditional social movement literature does 
not help us to understand the identity construction of LMs. It is the gap to be studied here. I 
argue the process of movement identity construction of LMs is fluid. It is a reflexive 
actualization of conceptual movement values into concrete interpretations and repertoires 
of actions. Alternative lifestyles and examples are set up to answer “how should we live?” 
and for promoting conscious shifts of specific issues. The actualization of values at the group 
level takes place in (1) the incorporation of movement ideas in accordance to the local needs, 
(2) interacting with people of other movements, and (3) negotiation over other conflicting 
values and practices. The actualization at individual level is (4) a personalization of the 
movement by blending the movement with a pursuit of authentic self. I conclude that the 
distinctiveness of LMs’ movement identity construction is the fluidity of the process, group 
identity work and reflexivity. A case study of Choi Yuen Village is carried out to examine the 
movement identity construction in LMs, filling the gap in social movement literature and 
enriching our understanding of LMs in Hong Kong.  
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Identity is an important topic in the discussion of new social movements (NSMs) and is often 
referenced in terms such as identity politics, identity projects, contested identities, insurgent 
identities, identity movements and identity work. The discussion of movement identity 
construction is under the topic of identity work.   
 
However, the discussion is typically put in the context of traditional social movements, which 
are politically-oriented in goal and are carried out by structurally located collectives; for 
example, collectives based on class, gender, ethnicity etc. The movement identity, which is 
often termed as collective identity, constructed in this context, is stable and coherent, as it is 
being shared among the collective in form of social movement organization (SMO) and as it 
facilitates collective action to affect state policy change. As Taylor and Whittier (1999) 
suggested, the movement identity construction, which is contributed by three factors -
making boundary, development of consciousness, and politicization of everyday life. The 
three factors are derived from the concretely shared common interests, experiences, and 
solidarity of a social group.  
 
In contrast, lifestyle movements (LMs), as a kind of NSMs, are more individualized and 
privatized in actions. They are loose in organization with a diffused social base (Buechler 
2007), and they aim at cultural changes rather policy changes. The movement identity in LMs 
is value-oriented and weak (Haenfler, Johnson and Jones 2012), without concrete 
commonness originating from a social group of a social structure. Therefore, I doubt if the 
social movement construction literature, focusing merely on the social structurally derived 
construction process, can explain the movement identity construction in LMs. Because of the 
explicit differences of LMs’ organization style, social base, aims and characteristics of 
movement identity in contrast to the traditional social movements, I examine the process of 
movement identity construction of LMs in this study. I suggest that LMs’ movement identity 
is derived from relatively abstract values rather than concrete commonness of social groups, 
and processes of movement identity construction is thus an actualization of movement 
values, converting abstract values into concrete interpretations and a repertoire of actions.  
 
In this study, a case study of Choi Yuen Village Livelihood Place (LP) was conducted to 
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investigate the process of movement identity construction. LP is an alternative lifestyle 
institution that works to promote Hong Kong society’s consciousness and cultural shifts with 
the values of autonomy and self-subsistence. Interview and participatory observation were 
used to examine LP’s discourse, framing and movement actions.  
 
Summarizing this thesis, several key concepts will be introduced first in this section; the 
literature of identity work in traditional social movements and LMs will be reviewed in part 
two; the methods of case study and the descriptions of the case (LP) will be introduced in 
part three; in part four, the movement identity construction in LMs will be explained as an 
actualization of movement values at two levels: at the group level, there are processes of 
incorporation of movement ideas in accordance of local needs, interaction and 
differentiation from other local movements, and negotiation over other conflicting values 
and practices; at the individual level, there is a process of personalization of LM; and finally, 
the conclusion and a few suggestions for future study will be presented in the last part of the 
thesis.  
 
First of all, I will introduce two key concepts: movement identity and LMs. “LMs” will be 
introduced by differentiating it from subculture, and the inadequacy of traditional social 
movements and NSM theories in explaining LMs will be examined.  
 
1.1. Diffused Lifestyle Movements in Post-capitalist Society 
Haenfler et al. (2012) define LMs as movements “that consciously and actively promote a 
lifestyle or way of life, as their primary means to foster social change” (p.2). The aim and 
intention of social change makes LMs different from subcultures. They explain, “The focus on 
creating social change distinguishes LMs from more insular subcultures . . . [whose members] 
focus on creating a cultural space where they can freely express themselves. While such 
groups certainly challenge cultural norms, their intention is less to change society than to be 
left alone to their leisure pursuits (Muggleton, 2000)” (p.7). 
 
Theories such as contentious politics and resource mobilization predominate social 
movement theories. However, they define social movements as “organized, episodic, 
manifestly political, public interactions between claims makers and their targets, typically 
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the state or its representatives (McAdam, Tarrow, and Tilly 2001)” (Haenfler, Johnson and 
Jones 2008, unpaginated). Therefore, these theories are inadequate in explaining LMs, which 
are individualized and culturally targeted (Haenfler et al. 2008). Scholars also criticize 
contentious politics as being “too narrowly focused on political action and protest events” 
(Staggenborg and Taylor 2005: 38) and for neglecting “cultural and discursive tactics” (Taylor 
and Van Dyke 2004: 267-268). The cultural focus and lifestyle-centered characteristics of 
LMs urge alternative theories in explaining the movements.  
 
LMs can be known as a kind of NSMs. NSM theories explain less materialistic and more 
culturally targeted social movements. Haenfler et al. (2012) describe NSMs as movements 
struggling over “postmaterialist values, identities, and cultural practices rather than class–
based economic concerns and material resources” (p.4). The theories emphasized a shift of 
struggle from political arena to cultural arena contesting over meanings, symbols and 
identities (Buechler 2007). People identify with “communities of meaning” (Cohen, 1985) 
while they pursue “lifestyle politics” (Giddens 1991, Bennett 1998). Engaging in political 
events, they engage in the “politicization of the self and daily life” (Taylor and Whittier 1999: 
182) and struggle in the everyday life terrain.  
 
However, though scholars of NSM theories point to “broader definitions of movements 
based on loosely organized networks, collective identities, and cultural challenges” (Haenfler 
et al., 2012: 4), NSM theories still are inadequate in explaining LMs. They often study 
organizationally-based, public collective action aimed at changing government policy (Kriesil, 
Koopmans, Dyvendak and Guigni 1995), leading to a detriment of understanding movements 
that employ individualistic and lifestyle-centered action (Haenfler et al. 2012). Providing a 
comprehensive understanding of NSMs, Haenfler et al. (2012) suggest that NSMs are “a 
catchall category including organized, hierarchical protest movements . . . [and] relatively 
unorganized, diffuse ‘cultural’ movements . . . [i]ncluding every post labor, post-1970s, 
postmaterialist movement.” It means that NSMs should include similar movements with 
extraordinarily differences in forms, tactics, and targets. One type of the NSMs is LMs.  
 
In short, LMs are differentiated from subculture by its aim and intention of social change. 
Contentious politics and resource mobilization theories that limit social movements as 
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traditional social movements are inadequate in explaining culturally targeted and lifestyle-
centered LMs. While NSM theories do highlight the cultural dimension and even the 
everyday life terrain of struggle, little attention is paid to diffused, individualized, lifestyle-
centered social movements such as LMs. So, in this study, I focus on LMs’ movement identity 
construction process in order to complement the inadequacy of social movement theories in 
explaining this kind of social movements.  
 
Lifestyle as a main strategy of movement actually does not exist without a reason. It is a 
response to the new form of social formation. First, lifestyle has become an issue under 
globalized capitalism and in post-capitalist society, as individuals are responsible for their 
own living (Beck 2000). Second, as a kind of life politics, it aims to create “morally justifiable 
forms of life that will promote self-actualisation in the context of global interdependence” 
and asks the existential question, “how should we live?” (Giddens 1991: 228). Therefore, it is 
pursuing a kind of lifestyle with an aim of social change - how people in a society should live 
and how an individual self should live; this contrasts with emancipatory politics, which aims 
at “overcoming exploitative, unequal or oppressive social relations” (Giddens 1991:211) 
without putting forward how life in a society should be actualized.  
 
To positively depict LMs, LMs are culturally-oriented social movements having culturally 
targeted aims and lifestyle tactics that are different from traditional political social 
movements. “Political challenges typically seek institutional change via the political system, 
although activists use many creative and extrainstitutional means to engage the state. 
Cultural challenges focus more on lifestyles, asserting and/or reclaiming an identity, and 
creating alternative institutions” (Haenfler 2004: 797).  The enemy of culturally targeted 
movements such as LMs sometimes “[are] invisible, abstract, disembodied, ubiquitous” 
(Gamson 1989: 357), so that the movements “engage in a more generalized ‘resistance’ 
rather than singling out a particular opponent” (Haenfler 2004: 797). Haenfler (2004) 
suggests that these kinds of “extrainsitutional challenges” might include “creating 
alternative institutions (e.g. lesbian feminist bookstores and support groups), making 
lifestyle choices that reflect personal values (e.g. shopping at local businesses; pledging 
virginity), or promoting consciousness shifts by setting a personal example (e.g. wearing a 
‘What Would Jesus Do’ bracelet or ‘Hate is Not a Family Value’ T-shirt)” (p. 797). Participants 
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subjectively understand their individualized and privatized actions “as having an impact 
beyond their personal lives, believing in both the power of their individual action and the 
power of non-coordinated collective action” (Hanefler et al. 2012: 6). 
 
1.2. Defining Movement Identity  
In Marxist theory, the collective identity of working class movement is objective class-based 
identity (class-in-itself). It requires a corresponding subject class consciousness (class-for-
itself) for actions. That means social movements in Marxist perspective are assumed to be 
struggles of the working class against the capitalist class, and so the identity is stable, class-
based and objectively defined. But, for NSM theorists, collective identities are not stable and 
objectively defined, rooting in neighborhoods, churches, and unions, but are more transient 
and multiple in a new social formation (Buechler 2007), requiring a social construction of 
collective identity. While some NSMs may be rooted in “other social identities that cross-cut 
class categories, such as race, ethnicity, generation, gender, or sexuality”, some NSMs “defy 
classification by standard group identities because they revolve around a common ideology 
or worldview such as environmentalism or pacifism” (Buechler 2007, unpaginated). No 
matter what kinds of movement identity formation, the symbolically meaningful movement 
identity is a prerequisite for social movement actions (Melucci 1996) and identified as “a 
significant point of orientation and as motivational springboard to action” among individual 
participants (Snow and McAdam 2000: 47).  
 
Though some NSMs “defy classification by standard group identities” (Buechler 2007, 
unpaginated), the definition of movement identity is always put in the context of political-
oriented and less individualized traditional social movements, where identities are depicted 
as deriving from structurally located social group. In representing the identity shared among 
a social movement, the emphasis of a structurally located “collective” can be seen in the 
general usage of “collective identity” instead of “movement identity”. So, I use “movement 
identity” instead of “collective identity” to name the identity shared in LMs, trying to recover 
the overlooked dimensions. And “collective identity” is kept to name the identity shared in a 
traditional social movement, maintaining the emphasis of the collectivity.  
 
Although there is no consensus on the definition of collective identity, Snow and McAdam’s 
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(2000) review of the conceptualization suggests that the essence of collective identity 
resides in “a shared sense of ‘one-ness’ or ‘we-ness’ among those individuals who compose 
the collectivity” (p.42). In the Marxist terms, people with a collective identity share the same 
destiny and relations of production.  
 
Holland et al.’s definition (2008) subsumes two major dimensions of collective identity: 
belonging and action. Polletta and Jasper (2001) emphasize belonging and connection and 
define collective identity as “an individual’s cognitive, moral, and emotional connection with 
a broader community, category, practice, or institution. It is a perception of a shared status 
or relation, which may be imagined rather than experienced directly . . .” (p.285) Solidarity 
and belongingness come from concrete and perceivable “shared status or relation” of the 
“broader community, category, practice, or institution”. This “shared status or relation” is 
social structurally located.  
 
The second dimension, which understands collective identity as a basis for collective action, 
also presumes an identity derived from the commonness of a structurally located social 
group. Holland, Fox and Daro (2008) explain, “Polletta and Jasper, despite their focus on the 
individual’s connection to the collective identity, treat collective identity in other parts of 
their review as a basis for action, including choices among strategies, tactics, targets, 
organizational forms and deliberative styles” (p.98). Melucci (1996), though, stresses 
“solidarity” and “claims of belonging” of collective identity, defining collective identity as 
primarily a “process of ‘constructing’ an action system” (p.70). Again, the basis of action or 
the process of constructing an action system, which are influenced by the shared definition 
of a group, is derived from “members’ common interests, experiences and solidarity” 
(1999:170) in Taylor and Whittier’s definition of collective identity.  
 
Collective identity presumes the origin of groups, categories or communities located in social 
structure and social cleavages and the identity is coherent. The dimensions of the weak, fluid 
and less coherent identity are neglected in the analysis of “collective identity”.  
 
In contrast to structurally-based traditional social movements, participants of culturally 
targeted, value oriented and individualized LMs may not come from the same social group or 
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category, with common interests, experiences and solidarity. They may not act as a 
collective in the form of SMOs in pursuit of policy change, but they do uphold common post-
material values with diffused forms and tactics aiming at social and cultural changes. 
Compared with the commonness shared among a structurally-located social group, the 
values shared in LMs are more conceptual, waiting for actualization into concrete 
interpretations and repertoires of actions. I suggest that as setting up examples with 
personal or group lifestyle to demonstrates movement values is a predominant means of 
culturally-oriented LMs, the personal identity blends the movement identity and the self-
reflexive subjective interpretations of movement identity are distinctive characteristics of 
the movement identity of LMs.   
 
NSM scholars pay attention to the role of culture and identity in social movements, but LM 
scholars pay more attention to the personal identity than the collective one as movement 
actions are individualized and privatized. Haenfler et al. (2012) suggest that “[a]s LM 
identities tend to be customizable and fluid, they often overlap with other social change-
oriented identities, potentially connecting adherents to a variety of other causes” (p.12). In 
lieu of the collective identity provided by SMOs, the personal identity becomes as important 
as the collective one in LMs. “In LMs, rather than simply being linked to an organization’s 
collective identity for purposes of political mobilization, personal identity becomes a site of 
social change in and of itself as adherents engage in identity work directed at creating 
personal integrity and authenticity (Grigsby, 2004)” (Haenfler et al. 2012: 8). The distinction 
between collective and personal identities becomes muddy as “LMs encourage participants 
to continually integrate movement goals into multiple aspects of daily life, the same daily 
activities that contribute to a morally coherent sense of self” (Haenfler et al. 2012: 8-9). 
 
In the individualized LMs, the participant is the main actor in LMs’ identity work, and self-
reflexivity and subjective interpretation become necessary, in contrast to the leading role of 
SMOs in mobilization and identity construction. “LM adherents subjectively understand their 
individual, private actions as efforts toward social change” and “engage in identity work, 
focusing particularly on cultivating a morally coherent, personally meaningful identity in the 
context of a collective identity. Personal identity is a site of social change” (Haenfler et al. 
2012: 5). While individual participants become the main actors in LMs, formal organizations 
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become supporting units of the individual actors. 
 
Movement identity in LMs is weak and features loosely connected organizations, resulting in 
a movement identity that is fostered by multiple movement structures. “As in CP 
(contentious politics), collective identity serves several functions in LMs, including creating a 
sense of meaning and ‘we-ness,’ and mobilizing participation. However, since lifestyle action 
is individualized and privatized instead of collective and public, building strong personal 
connection between participants is not nearly as likely (nor possibly important) for LMs” 
(Haenfler et al. 2012: 8). As the movement action is privatized and individualized compared 
to the collective action of traditional social movements, the collective identity of LMs is weak 
when movement participants participating in “an ‘imagined community’ consisted of those 
they see and hear about taking actions” (Haenfler et al. 2012: 8). The organizations and 
structures of lifestyle movements are diffused including lifestyle movement organizations 
(LMOs), cultural entrepreneurs and loose social networks. Without direct connections to 
organizations and other adherents, the collective identity fostered by structures gives LMs 
their “movementness” (p.8). The role of diffused network and organizations in LMs in 
movement identity construction will be different from that of traditional social movement. It 
will be discussed in the next section. 
 
In sum, discussions of movement identity construction are commonly held in the context of 
traditional social movements, in which collective identity is derived from structurally located 
social group and carried by SMO. So the identity is more coherent and stable, emphasizing 
solidarity. In contrast, the movement identity of LMs is diffused, fluid and unstable. As 
values are demonstrated by participants in LMs, movement actions are individualized and 
privatized, and personal identity becomes more important in identity work; at the same time, 
collective identity is weakened and the resistance is more generalized, creating the 
possibility of personal interpretations and demonstration of the movement identity.   
 
Without the concrete and coherent commonness of a social group, LMs’ movement identity 
is derived from movement values. The movement identity construction of LMs requires the 
actualization of values. This process involves blending of personal lives with the movement 
and reflexive and subjective interpretations of the movement values.  
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In this study, my research question is: How is the movement identity constructed in LMs 
which is not social group based? How movement values are reflexively actualized as 
movement identity? And how does the blending of movement with personal lives become a 
process of LM movement identity construction? This study will try to answer these questions 
through a case study of Choi Yuen Village Livelihood Place (LP).  
 
I suggest that it happens at group and individual levels. Three processes happen at the group 
level:  the processes of incorporations of movements’ ideas as they need, interacting with 
people of movements to create interpretations in everyday life, and negotiating over 
conflicting values. One process occurs at the individual level: the process of personalizing the 
movement.  
 
2. Literature Review  
The construction of movement identity is discussed under “identity work” in social 
movement literature. So in this section, the discussion of identity work and the movement 
identity construction in traditional social movements will be reviewed first, followed by the 
review of identity work in LMs.  
 
2.1. Identity work  
Identities are complex. Reger, Myers and Einwohner (2008) explain that “[t]he identities that 
are relevant to social movements are not necessarily arrived at easily, nor is it always clear 
that the ‘we’ in social movements always exists in direct opposition to some ‘they.’ Instead, 
identity processes in social movements can be fraught with contradiction and controversy. 
Constructing and maintaining identity therefore requires a great deal of identity work.” (p.2) 
 
The concept of identity work was initially used by Snow and Anderson (1987) to refer to “the 
range of activities individuals engage in to create, present, and sustain social identities that 
are congruent with and supportive of the self-concept” (p. 1348). Schwalbe and Mason-
Schrock (1996) have argued, “[I]dentity work is a group accomplishment as well as an 
individual one and can therefore be examined at a group or subcultural level” (p. 47). 
Broadly defining it, they conceptualize identity work as “anything people do, individually or 
collectively, to give meaning to themselves or others” (Schwalbe and Mason-Schrock 1996: 
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115). Snow and McAdam (2000) identify three critical problems or processes that fall under 
the rubric of identity work within the context of social movements; one of which is “the 
construction of collective identity through the creation of the symbolic resources and 
boundaries constitutive of collective identity” (p.47). 
 
2.2. Movement Identity Construction in Traditional Social Movements 
The collective identity construction, in Marxist terms, is the transformation from “class-in-
itself” to “class-for-itself”. That means when people in the same production relation realize 
that they share the same destiny and could take collective action to affect change. They act 
together to struggle together for political rule. In social movement literature’s terms,  “class-
for-itself” is the collective identity. And the transformation is called “conscious raising” by 
feminist suggestions.  
 
Although scholars of NSM theories suggest that collective identity in NSMs is less stable than 
identities rooted in neighbors, churches, and unions, and that it is a social construct, the 
social construction of movement identity still focuses on the traditional social movement, 
where identities are based on social groups and categories. Discussing the collective identity 
construction, Taylor and Whittier (1999) identified three factors that contribute to the 
construction of collective identity: “(1) the creation of boundaries that insulate and 
differentiate a category of persons from the dominant society; (2) the development of 
consciousness that presumes the existence of socially constituted criteria that account for a 
group’s structural position; and (3) the valorization of a group’s ‘essential differences’ 
through the politicization of everyday life”(p.187).The boundaries making of the collective 
identity construction separates challengers from the dominant power and strengthens 
challengers’ own solidarity. And it always takes place in formal SMO. However, this approach 
applies to “oppositional identities based on class, race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, and 
other persistent social cleavages”(p.187). The construction of collective identity still focuses 
merely on constructions based on social groups and categories in social structures, providing 
us little understanding of construction processes derived from non-socially structured 
movement identities and taking place in diffused network.  
 
In the following section, the literature of identity work in LMs is reviewed to provide us with 
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more insights on the problem of identity construction in LMs.  
 
2.3. Identity Work in Diffused Lifestyle Movements 
In lifestyle movements, “[i]deological parameters and behavioral expectations for an LM are 
negotiated within a diffuse discursive field shaped by peers, cultural entrepreneurs, 
economic organizations, and formal LMOs” (Haenfler et al. 2012: 12).  
 
LMOs serve to produce and foster movement identity. “[W]hile most of LM adherents may 
never belong to or participate in a movement organization, LMOs, nonprofits, and business 
nevertheless structure these LMs as they organize and groom leaders, build a collective 
identity, refine movement ideology, organize public events and social networks and mobilize 
adherents to spread movement ideology” (Haenfler et al. 2012:11). Business and 
independent certifiers have the authority to shape movement structure and ideology in 
consumption-based LMs (Haenfler et al. 2012). Formal LMOs, business, and certifiers build 
collective identities and shape and spread ideology. 
 
Cultural entrepreneurs help foster collective identity. Their “writings and speaking 
engagements provide ideological structure and boundaries to diffuse lifestyle movements, 
becoming part of the movement’s cultural ‘toolkits’” (Haenfler et al. 2012:11). The cultural 
entrepreneur is the leader who provides ideological structure and cultural toolkits. 
 
Informal social networks “contribute to an ongoing discourse that serves as the ‘structure’ in 
lieu of a formal SMO” (Haenfler et al. 2012: 10). Participants learn about movements, 
receive new ideas, and provide continued support function in loose social networks. 
“Participants in LMs often learn about the movement from friends or family and receive new 
ideas and continued support from loose social networks rather than via an SMO” (Haenfler 
et al. 2012:10). Not only face-to-face loose social networks, but networks in virtual spaces 
also provide meeting and discussion. The function of informal social networks is to spread 
the meanings and significance of the alternative lifestyle.  
 
The diffuse structures in LMs -- formal LMOs, cultural entrepreneurs, and informal social 
networks -- have replaced SMO in performing the movement’s identity work. Instead of 
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having little influence in hierarchical and formal SMO, individual participants have more 
power in the diffuse structure, communicating their personal identities and subjectively 
interpreting the movement identity – leading to a continual reshaping of the movement 
identity. In this study, the roles of diffused structures and individual interpretations in the 
movement identity construction are examined.  
 
In sum, the literature of movement identity construction is usually put in the context of 
traditional social movements. The LM identity work literature provides us an understanding 
of the weak identity in LMs and the work of diffused structure. By reviewing the literatures 
and characteristics of LMs in contrast to traditional social movements, I come to a few 
conclusions in my study.  
 
First, LMs are diffused in structure and privatized in actions in contrast to traditional social 
movement’s formal and hierarchical SMOs. The characteristics of LMs provide more room 
for individual participants to influence a LM. Also, as the movement identity is not derived 
from stable commonness of a social group, but instead, is derived from movement values, 
there is a greater need for individual participants in LMs to interpret and convert movement 
values into the boundaries of actions. Instead of differentiating “we” based on identities of 
social groups from the enemies – “them” in SMO, the theme of movement identity 
construction of LMs is to answer “how should we live?” to promote social changes by 
individual participants. Focusing solely on the configuration of the traditional movement, 
many scholars have thus underestimated the important role of individual participants in 
influencing and constructing the movement identity and the distinctive theme of identity 
construction in LMs. In this study, the actualization of movement values with self-reflexivity 
is suggested to have a role in the construction of movement identity in LMs.  
 
Second, while LM identities “tend to be customizable and fluid”, and while they “often 
overlap with other social change-oriented identities, potentially connecting adherents to a 
variety of other causes” (Haenfler et. al. 2012, 12), the process of movement identity 
construction is speculated to be more complex, fluid, and customizable, involving other 
causes. Additionally, as personal identity is the site of social change, the construction 
process must involve the blending of personal backgrounds and identities. I argue that 
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subjective interpretation to the movement identity is induced by outside challenges and 
inspired by ideas in social network. The intersection between personal background and the 
movement personalize the shared movement identity. Thus, the interactions among 
participants, interactions of participants and outsiders and interaction of participants and 
their personal lives construct, reconstruct and customize LM movement identity over time. It 
is a fluid process.  
 
Third, I argue that both individuals and small-sized groups in LMs are the unit of action. 
Haenfler et al. (2012) suggest that LM participants use references and information provided 
by the distant LMO, cultural entrepreneurs and loose social networks, but they act alone. 
This may be true in the case of consumption-based lifestyle movements, but Haenfler et al. 
may miss that individual participants also act together as a group, especially in those LM 
activities that require cooperation (e.g. production-based lifestyle movements). Individual 
participants can directly participate in the lifestyle movements through small-sized groups 
and are able to influence the movement’s goals and actions. Thus, in the small-sized group, 
instead of strictly adopting the collective identity promoted by LMO, participants can weakly 
share the collective identity and construct their own movement identity with their 
interpretations and decisions about actions and goals, all in accordance with local needs and 
agendas. The small group movement identity construction in the production-based LMs is 
the main focus of this study.  
 
LMs’ movement identity construction is fluid rather than solid; is a subjective interpretation 
and personalization rather than an objective social structural location, and is a small-sized 
groups’ identity work rather than a formal SMO identity work or personal identity work. A 
case study of LP was conducted to examine the movement identity construction of LMs. In 
the next section, the LP case study and research methods will be explained in detail. 
 
3. Methodology  
3.1. Case Study 
I chose Choi Yuen Village Livelihood Place (菜園村生活館) (LP), a small-sized group of a 
production-based LM, as a case study for examining  movement identity construction in LMs. 
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LP is a case of LMs because of its goals and intention to effect social change. It aims at 
changing the mainstream culture of lifestyle in Hong Kong by experimenting with and 
demonstrating an alternative lifestyle, setting up an “alternative institution”, in which 
organic farming is practised. They also aim at resisting and eroding the mainstream culture 
of commercialization, profitable estate land use and money-oriented lifestyle in Hong Kong. 
It is done by exploring possibilities of alternative lifestyle in the capitalist Hong Kong society, 
pursuing self-subsistence, reacquiring the forbidden skills and pursuing autonomous living.  
 
LP is a small-sized group with agricultural production that requires group work and 
cooperation and is directly participated in and organized by the movement participants. 
They share a group identity, which is regarded as a movement identity in this study. So, a 
movement identity of a group can be examined. Besides, as it was established after the end 
of anti- Guangzhou-Shenzhen-Hong Kong Express Rail Link (XRL) movement by the activists 
who participated in the movement, and since it is exposed to other LMs, the influences of 
anti-XRL movement and the references to other LMs on processes of construction of 
movement identity can be observed and examined. 
 
Because the construction of movement identity involves interpersonal interactions among 
group members and the subjective interpretations and reflexivity of individual participants, 
participant observation and interviews are used to understand actions, framing and 
discourses in processes of the identity construction. The background, establishment, profile 
of participants, organization, activities and goals of the case are first described below.  
 
3.2. Case Description 
In October 2009, the Hong Kong government announced the construction of the Hong Kong 
section of the XRL and its route. The government claimed that the Choi Yuen Village in Shek 
Kong would be demolished for the construction of the railway. The website of 
Transportation and Housing Bureau (2008) stated the benefits of building the XRL, “Upon its 
completion, the XRL will help promote Hong Kong as the gateway to the Pearl River Delta 
area, further strengthen the economic ties and cooperation between Hong Kong and the 
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Mainland, promote mutual economic prosperity and development, and raise the 
competitiveness of the region as a whole.” It is a development that regards progress and 
efficiency as constructive. 
 
Since 2008, Choi Yuen Village villagers started protesting against the demolishment of the 
village. A few veteran activists who participated in movements of Star Ferry and Queen Pier 
went to join the activities organized by villagers.  In 2009, young activists started delivering 
leaflets and setting up booths on the street to raise public awareness of the issue and 
organizing rallies to oppose the construction of XRL. From the end of 2009 till the Legislative 
Council’s approval of the budget of construction in 2011, a group of young activist named as 
“Anti-XRL Post-80s” (80後反高鐵青年) organized a series of protest activities, including 
ascetic walks and hunger strikes. The group of “Anti-XRL Pot-80s” originated from the group 
of “P-at-riot”, which organized an action “Post-80s June Forth cultural memorial ceremony” 
(80後六四文化祭) in 2009 in the memory of the 20th anniversary of the incident of the 
June Forth Incident. “Anti-XRL Post-80s” was an affinity group that operated with collective 
democracy. At the same time, there was an “Anti-XRL and budget alliance” (反高鐵停撥款
大聯盟), which consisted of mainly NGOs and SMOs, that organized several large-scale 
rallies and protested outside the legislative council. 
 
When the anti-XRL movement failed to stop the approval of budget for construction in 
January 2010, some young activists thought about continuing the movement. Finally, in 
March 2010, a group of people who mainly came from “Anti-XRL Post-80s” and their friends 
formed “Choi Yuen Village Livelihood Place” on an abandoned land in Choi Yuen Village. 
Their goal was to experience rural life and learn how to farm and sell vegetables through the 
NGO. Besides, a network which consisted of around 60 people, connected by an email group, 
was formed. The email group was used for communications, including updating non-active 
members on developments.  
 
Initially, Daisy, who initiated the LP project, only suggested the idea of setting up an online 
network of activists that would work for the everyday social change. Later, Lee proposed 
setting up a physical base to gather people for future activities. With the provision of land in 
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Choi Yuen Village, they discussed what activities the LP should hold. They brainstormed 
ideas that would take advantage of participants’ strengths, such as giving private tuition to 
children in the village, organizing art workshops for villagers, living in the village etc. Finally, 
the farming teacher, Au’s suggestion of farming was adapted as the main activities of LP, 
mainly because it echoed the needs identified by LP participants following the anti-XRL 
movement. (The needs shared are described in the analysis.) Rather than farming for leisure, 
they decided on to produce crops for actual sales through NGOs and personal networks. 
 
The location of the LP (Figure 1) in Choi Yuen Village was near the entrance of the village 
opposite to the grocery store. Grocery stories in villages usually function as a place of 
informal gathering and information sharing. For example, villagers can obtain information 
by chatting with shopkeepers or through posters on the wall, and they gather in or outside 
the stores for leisure. Entering the LP gate, there was an open space with a tree in front of 
the shed. People held activities, such as barbeques, music concerts and bazaars in this open 
area, and used the space for reception and debriefing when there were large scale actions 
for protecting the village. The shed was mostly a place for LP participant to prepare for farm 
work, rest, dine and hold informal gathering. Sometimes, it also served as a meeting place 
for Choi Yuen villagers’. There were kitchens for cooking, and tables and chairs for dining. 
The shed was built by LP participants with the help of villagers. The furniture and facilities 
were either made by participants or donated by villagers. The farmland was originally an 
abandoned pigsty. Participants cleared the land to open up a farmland for organic farming.   
 
In November of 2011, Lands Department began to resume the land of Choi Yuen Village. As 
the land of LP was located in Choi Yuen Village, it was also under the threat of resumption, 
which could have happened at any moment. Because crops were requiring such a long time 
to grow, LP participants stopped farming there and went to search for new farmland; at the 
same time they became voluntary patrols to protect the village from the resumption. With 
the help of a Choi Yuen villager, LP finally settled on a 20,000 square feet farmland in a 
village located in the same district (Figure 2). As the farmland was larger, participants had to 
learn how to design the farmland in accordance with the method of permaculture. 
Diversified crops, such as paddy rice, were grown, and sheds were built for tool storage. 
They called the new farmland “New LP”.  
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Figure 1: Location of Old Livelihood Place
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After moving to New LP, they continue their farming and vegetables sales. Most of 
their customers were people who supported the anti-XRL movement or were 
connected to the social movement network. It is a community-supported-
agriculture (CSA).1  
 
They also supplied vegetables to organic shops and organic vegetarian restaurants 
and publicized LP’s ideas and products at these locations. For example, LP’s posters 
are posted on the wall of a restaurant, next to the seats where customers have 
their meals. The poster was titled "Organic agricultural product of Livelihood Place", 
describing LP as "a group of Hong Kong people, who love the land, permaculture 
development and healthy living, investigate, practise and experiment a new 
lifestyle and values. Anti-express rail link movement and Choi Yuen Village 
movement were born in Hong Kong and now become the base of fresh food 
production and new communities. We believe that organic farming is progressive 
in the sense of social movement and overthrowing the impotent government." At 
the center of the poster was a picture of an LP participant at the LP farm, wearing a 
farmer's hat and worker glove, grasping a bud happily with a big smile. A message 
of happy alternative farming lifestyle and social change is presented to customers 
through the poster. 
 
Participants are aged from 19 to 40 or above. Most of them are in the 20 -30 range. 
The gender ratio is even. Most of them have obtained undergraduate degrees or 
above. One of them was a Form 7 student and one was a university student. Most 
of them had experiences of participating in post-modernist social movements that 
opposed development projects, such as the Star Ferry and the Queen Pier, and 
nearly all of them participated in the Anti-XRL movement, except some latecomers 
who are friends or students of the founders. Nearly all of them have cultural 
background; for example, designers, artists, photographer or teacher of cultural 
studies education. Some of them are marginalized middle-class working as 
                                                     
1
 Community-Supported Agriculture (CSA) “is a concept describing a community-based organization 
of producers and consumers. The consumers agree to provide direct, up-front support for the local 
growers who will produce their food.” (Groh and McFadden 1990: 7) 
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freelancers. Three of the participants are full-time farmers (farm 4 days a week) 
and others work 1-2 days a week, depending on their availability after their main 
jobs. 
 
LP is a small-sized group formed with around 15 core members. The group is non-
hierarchical and encourages direct participation. The decision making process is 
participatory and requires high self-motivation. Mostly, participants discuss 
important issues, especially the direction of group development, through meetings. 
However, a few core participants make daily operational decisions without 
authorization from the group. Besides face-to-face meetings, most of the 
information is shared through the LP email group. 
 
They do organic farming according to the concepts of permaculture. Organic 
farming means that they do not use chemical fertilizer and pesticide; instead they 
make fertilizer through composting and recycling organic matters like tofu 
sediment and fish intestines, which are provided by the community. Moreover, 
they grow seasonally.  
 
“Permaculture” is a concept emphasizing learning and observing of natural 
ecological system, which is interactive and interconnected rather than a linear flow. 
It stresses the ethic of “earth care, people care, fair share”, which can be achieved 
with the help of a list of design principles. Principles are diversity, edge effect, 
energy planning, energy cycling, check scale, biological resources, multiple 
elements, multiple functions, natural succession, and relative location. 
(Permaculturepriciples.com n.d.) 
 
LP focuses on farming activities and the demonstration of their alternative lifestyle 
and values. Participants have short-term division of labour of farm work according 
to the availability of time and talent. They sign up for work by filling out a timetable 
circulated via email through the LP email group. The work includes observation, 
irrigating, fertilizing, ploughing, seeding, harvesting, preserving product as jam, and 
packaging vegetable.  Participants write farming logs, emails, and LP weblog entries 
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to notify others, particularly farmers who relieve them, of the latest situations on 
the farm. Other jobs include managing orders and marketing. They also organize 
public activities and give talks to share and promote their lifestyle and experiences.  
 
Besides concepts of Permaculture and organic farming, Half-Farmer-Half-X (半農半
x) was suggested by the participants of LP as a lifestyle to pursue. Half farming half 
X is a concept suggested by Naoki Shiomi (2006), who advocates a lifestyle to 
acquire food by farming (Farming) and contributing to society and obtaining a 
stable livelihood by using their talent (X). It is a simplistic natural lifestyle that 
responds to the threats in global environment, food, education, health care and 
social welfare and to pursue sustainability.  This concept is explained in detail in the 
analysis section.  
 
3.3. Data Collection 
To understand the processes of movement identity construction in LMs, 
participatory observation and interviews are used to collect data. These two 
methods are used because Snow and McAdam (2000) suggest that framing 
processes and movement actions are the two mechanisms/ processes mediating 
identity construction. They suggest that “ . . . identity construction is in inherent 
feature of framing activities” (p.53). Hunt, Benford and Snow (1994) also note that 
“not only do framing processes link individuals and groups ideologically but they 
proffer, buttress, and embellish identities that range from collaborative to 
conflictual” (1994: 185).  The identity construction is also done “by situating or 
placing relevant sets of actions in time and space and by attributing characteristics 
to them that suggest specifiable relationships and lines of action” (Hunt et al. 1994: 
185). 
 
In-depth interviews are used for data collection to understand LP participants’ 
framing, their subjective understanding of their movement identity and the 
construction processes. In-depth interviews were held individually at the site of LP, 
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grocery near new LP, the dormitory, schools, workplaces, living places of 
informants.  With interviewees’ consent, the interviews were recorded with 
electronic voice recorders. The recorded interviews were transcribed for coding. 
The length of interview ranges from 1 hour to 3 hours. For confidentiality purposes, 
each informant has a pseudonym.  
 
Interviews capture the course of identity talk (Hunt et al. 1994), which occurs in the 
construction of identities. “[W]hen explaining for movement to others in the course 
of recruitment and proselytizing activities, when preparing press release and 
making public pronouncements, when crafting reports and columns for newspapers, 
and when adherents are engaged in frame disputes or debates. In each of these 
interactional contexts, identities are announced or renounced, avowed or 
disavowed, and embraced or rejected, and the medium is typically framing 
discourse” (Snow and McAdam 2000: 54).  
 
I did participatory observation to observe their movement actions in everyday life.  I 
participated in everyday farm work in LP and occasional activities, including public 
activities and internal causal gathering. Participant observations were mainly 
conducted on the farmland and in the shed of the old and new LP, where the 
participants worked, rested and chitchatted during the day, and in the dormitory of 
LP, where participants dined and lived during the night. Some observations were 
conducted in Choi Yuen Village; others were conducted at places outside LP, where 
LP organized or participated in different activities. Field notes, which contain 
records of observations, experiences and feelings, were written in a small notebook 
at the field. I immediate tidied up the hand-written field note right after leaving the 
field by rewriting them in the nearby railway station or typing them up on a 
computer at home or in the office.  
 
Participatory observation captures the second mechanism of mediating identity 
construction -- the engagement in collective action. Snow and McAdam (2000) 
explained that “[t]he action basis for identity construction can range from 
bystander observation of a collective event to actual participation motivated by 
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factors other than a shared identity” (p. 54).  
 
3.4. Sample Profile 
I conducted participation observation from September 2010 to December 2012. I 
observed the form of group, activities, collective actions, meetings and interactions 
among participants and other activist groups. One hundred ninety-nine hours of 
participation observation and 29 interviews were conducted in total. 
 
The socio-economic background of informants is listed in Table 1 of the Appendix. 
Twenty-nine interviews were conducted in total and 20 people were interviewed. 
That means some were interviewed twice, out of a need for follow up. Most of the 
current participants and some ex-participants of LP were interviewed (15 people in 
total), except those who participated only for a short period of time, those who 
were difficult to contact, and those who failed to make time for interview. Five of 
them never participated in LP. One of them was a Choi Yuen villager who provided 
support for LP participants at the new farmland and cooperated with them in the 
sales of organic vegetables. Others were activists of anti-XRL. They were 
interviewed for understanding their views on LP as outsiders.  
 
Most of the interviewees worked in art-related work, education or NGOs. 5 of them 
were students, two later became job seekers. Among interviewees who worked, 7 
of them were freelancers; 7 of them were full-time workers. Among LP participants, 
7 of them were freelancer and only 3 were full-time workers. Three of LP 
participants interviewed were full-time farmers. All of them participated in Anti-XRL 
movement or Choi Yuen Village protection. And some of them also previously 
participated in movements of Star Ferry Pier and Queen’s Pier.  
 
3.5. Gaining Access and Gaining Trust  
I accessed the field in September of 2010. I gained access through a friend of mine 
who was a participant in the group.  Before I entered the field, she informed others 
that a researcher called Gigi would come, and she accompanied me on my first visit.  
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After I arrived, I met a few key informants who I knew from a previous media 
activist workshop and other activist activities. They then could match me with the 
one they knew. After sharing my intentions and project interest, I was welcomed to 
continue to observe and participate in their activities. I was even invited to their 
email group, so that I could receive their latest news and read their previous email 
conversations. 
 
My identity as a participant in a media activist workshop and as an ex- student 
union member helped me to form a closer identity with participants of LP who were 
themselves activists or ex-student organization members. Our common background 
allowed them to get to know me better and trust that I could understand their ideas 
and actions. 
 
In order to gain trust and seen as a participant, I tried to appear regularly at least 
once every two weeks; if time was available, I went once a week. I tried to 
participate in their regular farm work such as observing on the farm, clearing of 
weed and watering, listening to the teaching of farm teacher, attending 
permaculture workshop, working as volunteer in public activities, engaging in the 
resistance movement of Choi Yuen Village, and chit chatting during rest, meals, and 
leisure activities. I gained the acceptance and trust of LP participants by not only 
being a participant, but also showing my sincerity in conducting research and 
differentiating myself from those unprepared research students and reporters, who 
left negative impressions on LP participants. 
 
As there were many young people who went to volunteer at Choi Yuen Village and 
visited LP, I dressed and accessorized similarly every time (i.e. long hair, without 
glasses, casual wears) in order to be recognized by members, especially for the 
participants of LP and Choi Yuen villagers who did not know me beforehand. It was 
quite successful for participants of LP to recognize me with my stable outlook and 
regular participation. But as my contact with villagers was less frequent, most 
villagers could neither recognize me as a researcher nor as a participant of LP. To 
interview a villager who had connection with LP, I had to directly invite her before 
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successfully building up a personal relationship. 
 
3.6. Informed Consent and Ethical Issues 
Although there were meetings, meal activities and farm teaching sessions where 
new participants joined, I was not introduced by anyone as a researcher. They 
mostly concentrated on their scheduled work and enjoyed the time of 
gathering.  Therefore, I had to introduce my research identity when I personally 
chatted and built relationship with participants, by sharing my concerns in the 
project and my feelings and reflections on my participation in their activities. 
Sometimes, although I had introduced myself as researcher in front of new comers, 
some of them did not pay attention to my research identity and perceived me as 
merely a participant. I had to reintroduce my research identity, especially when I 
invited them for interviews. 
 
4. The Movement Identity Construction of LMs 
The movement identity of LMs is derived from values rather than from a social 
group with the shared experiences, cognitions and emotions. Values are more 
abstract and conceptual, leaving larger space and flexibility for interpretation and 
actualization into concrete actions.  
 
While LM is a cultural-oriented social movement, which achieves cultural and social 
change by setting up alternative institutions and lifestyle examples for the public, 
there is also a need to actualize abstract values into beliefs and practice in everyday 
life. Moreover, as LMs are embodied in privatized and individualized actions or 
small-sized group actions, rather formal SMO, self-reflexivity of participants in the 
group, a bottom-up style, is necessary in movement identity construction. While 
personal identity is the site of change in LMs, personalization of movement identity 
itself is a process of movement identity construction. While the identity 
construction in LMs is much influenced by individuals of small-sized groups in a 
bottom up style, the movement identity is fluid and varied, depending on the 
situation of the group and the resources of participants networked - either cultural 
entrepreneurs, LMOs or diffused LM social networks.  
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I suggest that the movement identity construction of LMs happens in two levels. 
Group-level identity construction contains three processes, including the 
incorporation of movements’ ideas as they need, differentiation from other local 
movements, and negotiation over other conflicting values and practices. At 
individual level, personalization of movement by blending the movement with the 
pursuit of authentic self and with personal background is suggested as a process of 
construction in LMs in which setting up examples with personal lifestyles is an 
important means to promote consciousness shift in the society.  
 
Before analyzing the movement identity construction process of LP, I firstly describe 
the movement values upheld in LP and the needs shared among LP participants as 
the background for us to understand the identity construction.  
 
4.1. Background - Movement Values of and Needs Shared among LP  
The quote extracted from an introduction video of LP when LP was newly 
established in March 2010 reflecting their movement values.  
 
“An autonomous living movement is well prepared! We absorb nutrients that 
come from Choi Yuen Village’s land and people. We learn organic farming 
with our body and organize workshops and exhibition to connect people and 
social organizations to regain the humanity concern, connection with the 
land, and living networks. ‘Choi Yuen Village Livelihood Place’ is an 
experimental lab that investigates and practices new values of living.” (Choi 
Yuen Village Livelihood Place 2010) 
 
Values of autonomy, humanity concern, connection with land and community were 
highlighted as movement values in their framing. Actually, there were reasons to 
propose these movement values. These values were generated from LP participants’ 
needs in response to the problems and situations of Hong Kong, as were revealed in 
the construction of XRL, hoping that they could respond to the problems in the 
future social movement.  
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Thus, the needs shared among LP participants generated as movement values and 
influenced the agenda and direction of the process of movement identity 
construction. On one hand, the values and the needs therefore are closely related in 
the process of movement identity construction in which the needs sometimes 
critically direct the way to actualize values. One the other hand, movement values 
are the embodiment of participants’ needs in responding the social problems in a 
LM.  The needs of alternative lifestyle, to be LM adherents, and to support Choi 
Yuen Village later evolved into values of autonomy, humanity concerns and 
connection with land and community as mentioned above. In the below section, I 
present the LP participants’ understanding of the three needs with brief quotes 
from them. 
 
The first need expressed by LP participants was having alternative and diversified 
lifestyles in Hong Kong. It can be reflected in Moon’s narrative on her stances in 
anti-XRL movement:  
 
Moon: You know the Choi Yuen Village incident. At that time you simply 
support Choi Yuen Village, and support some values that should not be 
removed . . . The value of the village is more than its physical existence. It’s 
about the values, about village life, about the choices of life. However, the 
government is removing these choices. You agree that there are problems 
even there is no Choi Yuen Village incident. 
(Moon, F, 28, Freelance travel magazine writer) 
 
The need of having alternative and diversified lifestyles are responding to three 
social problems of Hong Kong revealed in XRL construction - the dominance of “the 
Central values”, developmentalism and destruction of agricultural and community 
economies.  
 
The dominance of “the Central values” was highlighted by Moon in the second 
interview. “The Central values” is a term articulated by Lung Ying-Tai (2004). Lung 
explains the term as “monopolizing and representing Hong Kong values: pursuing 
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personal wealth under capitalist logic, upholding commercial competition, using 
‘economy’, ‘wealth’, ‘efficiency’, ‘development’ and ‘globalization’ as the compass 
of social progress.” LP participant opposed to the dominance of “the Central values”, 
which eliminated the diversity of lifestyles and values in Hong Kong. Moon thought 
that the government suppressed people’s choices, and finally only “the Central 
values” remained. The demolition of Choi Yuen Village for the construction of XRL is 
an example. The values of autonomy and diversity upheld by LP were responses to 
the suppression of choices.   
 
Emphasizing economic returns and efficiency, developmentalism is a problem 
similar to “the Central values”. However, it is not only a culture shared among 
people in the society, but is also pushed forward top down by the government and 
dominant businesses. Ma Ngok (2011) explained the post-modernist movements’ 
resistance to developmentalism in Hong Kong, “These movements symbolized 
resistance against pervasive developmentalism, against business domination of land 
policy and top-down decision making by the government. These value changes were 
well expressed in the anti-express rail link (XRL) campaign of 2009–10” (p.708). LP 
participants believe in returning richness back to the land and the community. They 
stand for rural life, the community relationship and multiplicity of land use – 
alternatives to the developmentalism. It can be reflected in Choi’s quote:  
 
Choi: What are you opposing in anti-XRL? You are opposing 
developmentalism. What do you cherish? You cherish community 
relationship . . . Let me temporarily adopt a dual view. The development is 
destroying lots of community, and in turn abolishes social relationships… 
Another reason to oppose developmentalism is the characteristics of 
development are based on something, which should have more depth in 
nature. “Land” itself is a symbol, which consists of lots of meaning. However, 
land is only related to economic value in developmentalism. A lot of 
meanings are lost. Normal people don’t have such concept. If you ask those 
of the older generations, they know that land gives birth to communities, 
social relationships, agriculture etc., right? It is related to economy, but the 
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economy is not so unitary. 
 
Choi explained more about the development of land use in another narrative.  
 
The activists opposed using only the principle of economic value to evaluate 
and decide the land use. Linking land to economic value only, the value 
community, agriculture and other community economy were overlooked. 
(Choi, M, 32, Freelance educator) 
 
The emphasis on relationship with land and community were a response to the 
destruction of the community and land under developmentalism. Moreover, “the 
Central values” and developmentalism were perceived as a destruction of 
agricultural and community economies, which were regarded as economically 
inefficient. LP participants showed a humanity concern on these problems.  The 
destruction could be seen in the construction of XRL and was Au’s concern in the 
movement.  
 
Au: I talked about the destructions of agriculture development, the land 
resources and the human values. I looked at and discussed the problem of 
anti-XRL from the agricultural perspective. As the problem of XRL was related 
to the community economy and the community relationship, what we dealt 
with was the problem in the communities, which was affected by XRL. There 
was not just the problem of Choi Yuen Village alone.  
(Au, >40, farmer and LP farming teacher) 
 
While rural lifestyle was suppressed by “the Central values” and developmentalism, 
activists found the rural lifestyle a critique of the mainstream city lifestyle. Ho 
explained how rural lifestyle was a critique to the mainstream city life in the 
interview.  
 
Ho: When considering everyday life, eating, working etc., Choi Yuen Village 
becomes an interesting model. It challenges everything. For instance, if I live 
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here for several ten years, I can live in a house with a garden without using 
much money. The whole family can live together, with each one living in an 
independent house. When compared to this, you will feel angry when you 
have to use $30,000/sq ft to buy a 2,000sq ft of flat, no, it might only have 
1,200 to 1,400 sq ft. And even it’s $20,0000 to $30,000 per square feet! OK, I 
think that’s worthwhile to think about it. It (Choi Yuen Village) seems to be 
the only critic in Hong Kong. 
 (Ho, M, 33, freelance educator) 
 
The rural lifestyle not only challenged the mainstream lifestyle, but also provided LP 
participants an imagination of autonomous aspects of the lifestyles – finance, 
housing, food and family life. Autonomy comes from production, creation, self-
subsistent way of living and is away from the control of the big corporations and the 
government, and the dependence on consumption. 
As studies of social movement consequence suggest, activists continue to hold 
liberal beliefs, participate in activism and pursue lifestyle in concert with their 
beliefs (cf. Fendrich 1993; McAdam 1989; Whalen and Flacks 1989). LP participants, 
as anti-XRL movement activists, had the needs and desire to change their lifestyles 
and adopt alternative lifestyle to actualize what they believed in. Pansy talked 
about the urge to adopt an alternative lifestyle.  
Pansy: I haven’t had such thought in the social actions before. For instance, 
there was no precise lifestyle in the Star Ferry Pier and the Queen’s Pier. 
What we strived for was democratic urban planning, but not a totally 
different lifestyle. However, we came across that in Choi Yuen Village and the 
anti-XRL movement. We want to retain the villager’s lifestyle, which totally 
subverts our own lifestyle.  Thus, we have to reconsider this when we join the 
action. When do we all agree? As in the anti-XRL movement, we have a 
slogan, “we want alternatives in lifestyle”, but I think it’s empty. We urge the 
government to provide us with the alternatives in lifestyle, but we are not 
living like that! We feed on fast-food shops, and go to bed very late. I want to 
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help the villagers to retain their lifestyle, but how much do I understand their 
lives? Thus, I think I need to change my way of living to try out the new 
alternative. It is more convincing when there is another similar social action. 
I have very strong feeling towards this and so do my friends. Thus, we start 
the LP . . . 
(Pansy, F, 29, freelance educator and designer) 
 
Moon echoed the view of Pansy. She thought that actualizing the synchronization of 
beliefs and actions was important, as there were too many people shouting slogans 
without any actions in daily life.  
 
Moon: LP is a demonstration to experiment our alternative lifestyle. I think 
maybe some of us do think of this. You suddenly realize that you identify with 
it as if a ghost possessed you. If you are a friend of A, and she agreed that I 
joined the Choi Yuen Village movement and LP, but A may find that she does 
not put effort into it . . . If you want to join LP, you can’t just be an outsider. 
(Moon, F, 28, freelance writer and artist) 
 
Besides being an alternative lifestyle practitioner, the second need shared among LP 
participants was a need to have a LM adherent to continue their activism in 
everyday life. The activism and effort for social change was not ceased at the end of 
the contentious politics. The activists saw the limitation of the contentious politics 
in changing the undemocratic government and her policies and the necessity to 
continue the social change action in everyday life. The aim of the LM was to gain 
back the autonomous life from the hands of the government and big corporations.  
 
Daisy was the one disappointed with the government in the contentious politics and 
determined to make of social changes with other discontented people in everyday 
life.  
 
Daisy: I am totally disappointed towards government due to the anti-XRL 
movement . . . I didn’t want to scold anymore . . . You know the budget 
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would eventually be passed. You felt so empty that you wanted to scream, 
but you knew that she [the government] would not listen to you. The feeling 
was so unrealistic. On the other hand, there were so many people in front of 
me, and they were so unsatisfied with the government . . . Where has the 
grievance gone after the demonstration at the Legislative Council? You may 
go back to your own work, or continue to maintain your grievance and wait 
for another round of social action. It’s like a cycle as there is always another 
action after several years, but I think it’s not the solution. Then I think I need 
to go back to my life . . . The feeling of emptiness that I mentioned before 
makes me feel that I needed to do something. Something that is not 
appealing, not in the press, but needs a very long time to accumulate and it’s 
about living. That’s why there was the idea of “living network connection” 
before LP. 
(Daisy, F, 34, freelance photography educator) 
 
The need to be a LM adherent was not just caused by the disappointment with the 
government, but was also as active “creation” of a better future. Ho thought that 
the “establishment” of everyday LM in contrast to the “opposition” in contentious 
politics was essential for social changes and actualization of an “ideal world”.   
 
Ho: If this type of action does not exist, social action will only consist of 
strategies, which is in a fighting mode, like collisions, debates and political 
and economic analysis. Is there limitation in fighting? Yes, there is a goal in 
fighting. There is a place where you can settle after fighting. You have to 
form a world slowly because it has not yet existed. We start to think about 
this problem in the previous actions. We gradually find this out. It’s joyful to 
fight, and we need to fight. However, it’s like breaking up. It’s like when you 
fall in love very deeply and passionately, and it’s a very hard time to break up. 
It’s like you lose gravity and fall down. Then you will wait for another round 
to love, to have trouble and to be hurt again. 
(Ho, M, 32, freelance educator) 
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Choi shared a similar view of everyday activism with Ho, but he emphasized in 
the continuous effort in striking and maintaining the “ideal world”.  
 
Choi: If one day after the joint effort of human mankind, we reach a status of 
utopia, and we are happy, and there is justice and equality . . . I feel that if 
there exists one-second of utopia, the balance will lose after that second. 
Human beings have multi-dimensions, and that everyone’s needs can be 
differ a lot. There’s huge difference among culture. There are a lot of 
conflicts and struggles in the world. If there is one-second of equilibrium of 
utopia, it’s lost after that second. Thus, we need to continuously strive for it. 
That’s why we all human mankind have to strive for it 
(Choi, M, 32, freelance educator) 
 
The identity of anti-XRL activists was extended into everyday life of activists. Their 
identity was transformed to be LM adherents who actively establish the ideal world 
through alternative lifestyle.  
 
The third need was a need to continue to support Choi Yuen Village. Choi Yuen 
Village was a stakeholder seriously affected by the construction of XRL, and the 
protection of Choi Yuen Village was a part of the anti-XRL movement. LP 
participants mostly came from an activist group of “post-80s” that actively 
participated in anti-XRL movement, but it did not have close relationship with Choi 
Yuen villagers before the LP establishment. However, when the anti-XRL movement 
ended with the approval of the budget, they thought that they had the moral 
responsibility to continue to support the villagers, as the resettlement of Choi Yuen 
Village was not settled. Choi, one of LP participants and member of post-80s 
showed his moral responsibility to Choi Yuen Village.  
 
Choi: After the budget of XRL passed on 16 Jan, the Choi Yuen Village 
residents were very worried. No matter it’s “No movement, No abolishment” 
or “Moving the village”, we need to keep the connection with the villagers. 
However, although we do support them, did we have close relationship with 
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them? The answer is definitely no. I even haven’t heard of some of the 
villagers’ names. I can’t recognize Orchid, Auntie Jane and the Head of the 
Village. Something concrete had to be done. That didn’t mean that our work 
was not concrete previously, but it means that there were limitations. We 
were social activists, and so we did social action, but not organizing the 
villagers. That’s why if the action has to be continued, you needed to be 
familiar with them and live there. 
(Choi, M, 32, freelance educator) 
 
They decided to continue to be a support to Choi Yuen Village at the end of anti-XRL 
movement, but with strategies different from organizers who had intervened the 
village for a period of time. LP’s new intervention at Choi Yuen Village influenced 
their identity construction. Likely, the needs to adopt alternative lifestyle and to be 
LM adherents influenced the processes of movement identity construction in LP. 
The influences will be discussed in the next section.  
 
4.2. The Process of Movement Identity Construction in LMs 
As discussed above, we can see that the values and the needs shared among LP 
participants at the initial period were relatively abstract, more like slogans rather 
than concrete repertoires of actions and framing of a movement. It is reflected in 
Ho’s narrative.  
 
Ho: For example, [said in a pretentious tone] “the speedy development of 
lives, continue to be . . . that means I don’t want to consume frequently” and 
“to reestablishment the relationship with the land” . . . this kind of words. At 
that time, these were all slogans. I agree, I recognize, there was not much 
content. But now, there is more. 
(Ho, M, 33, freelance educator) 
 
In addition, LP was not formed by social group-based people who shared 
commonness in interest, experiences and emotions. To construct the movement 
identity, there was need to actualize movement values into concrete 
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interpretations and repertoires of actions. In the following sections, processes of 
movement identity construction at both group and individual level are examined. 
Four processes are identified: the incorporation of movement ideas as participants’ 
needs, negotiation over conflicting values and practices, interactions with people of 
other movements, and personalization of the movement. First, the process of 
incorporating movements’ ideas and forms as participant’s needs at a group level 
construction process is explained below.  
 
4.2.1. Incorporating Movements’ Ideas as Participants’ Need 
In the group-level construction process, participants of LMs gained insight from 
other clauses of LMs and incorporated the ideas and forms according to their needs. 
The ideas and forms of the movement were transmitted and incorporated 
reflexively by participants in the group; movement identity construction is no longer 
led by formal SMOs. And the incorporated movement ideas and forms constitute a 
part of the movement identity. In this part, I explain how LP’s incorporation of ideas 
and forms from clauses of other LMs is one of the identity construction processes.  
 
Hong Kong as a globalized city is open to ideas from all over the world. So, Hong 
Kong activists have opportunities to get in touch with worldwide movement ideas 
and information via participation in global protests, trainings, the Internet, scholars’ 
academic work, cultural entrepreneurs, etc. In the case of LP, the LMs’ ideas and 
information are transmitted according to their needs through the group’s 
participants, who get in touch with the other LMs’ ideas via LMOs, cultural 
entrepreneurs or loose social networks. Movement ideas and forms of LM clauses 
(e.g., Amateur Revolt, Half-Farmer-Half-X and the Community Economy) are 
incorporated and modified by LP participants and movement agenda to actualize 
LP’s abstract movement values into concrete interpretations and repertoires of 
actions. 
 
Three types of incorporation process are identified: 
(1) Incorporation of merely the form or the beliefs of a movement; 
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(2) Incorporation of both the form and beliefs of a movement; 
(3) A full incorporation of an existing movement.  
 
4.2.1.1. Incorporation of Merely the Form or the Beliefs of a Movement 
In the movement identity construction, participants incorporate the form or beliefs 
of a referenced LM according to their needs and values as a part of their movement 
identity. In the case of LP, LP only identified with the form of Amateur Revolt, but 
not the belief that focuses on the empowerment of the poor. LP participants 
followed their belief of emancipating the possibilities from the suppressed living in 
a capitalist society. The resulted movement identity of LP is maintaining LP as a base 
for experimenting with new possibilities of living and for broadening other people’s 
imagination of living. I will introduce the Amateur Revolt, the transmission process 
via participants of LP and the resulted constructed movement identity.  
 
Amateur Revolt (素人之亂) is a social network in Kōenji (高圓寺) of Tokyo. One of 
the originators is Hajime Matsumoto (松本哉), who began using ironic and 
humorous resistance in university and who proposed that the poor should revolt 
and pursue a happy, liberal and respectable living. Amateur is “ordinary people” or 
“part-time participants”. Unlike professional protest strategies of parties and labour 
unions, they used creative and imaginative strategies to inspire more mocking (惡搞) 
and resistance. Amateur Revolt is also a social network of small shops founded by 
youngsters who rejected working in big enterprises; this network includes second-
hand shops, bars, cafés, restaurants and venues for concerts and parties, etc. 
Currently, there are 12 small shops in the network. They practise autonomous 
lifestyle and the principle of “resources shared by the poor”. 
 
Daisy, a LP founder, is the one who got in touch with the Amateur and borrowed 
the form of Amateur Revolt (素人之亂) in the movement identity construction in LP. 
Through a loose social network in the social movement, she and Ho knew Hajime 
Matsumoto, and she was inspired by the idea of Amateur Revolt that made use of 
low rent area for social actions in daily life. This form of space use became a 
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component of LP. 
 
Daisy: Ho or Sam [an important anti-XRL activist who had some Japanese 
friends] was at the G8 Summit in Japan . . . We personally knew a Japanese 
named Hajime Matsumoto (松本哉) . . .They organized an organization 
called “Amateur Revolt”. What is Amateur Revolt doing? They rented shops 
in the district. Then they have Amateur Revolt shop No. 1, No. 2, No. 3, but 
actually shops are rented and organized by their friends, because the rent in 
that district is cheap. Then they sell second-hand books, second-hand 
furniture, er . . . cafés, different kinds of stuff . . . Then what is the effect? 
They provide a place for the poor to linger, and an affordable place to buy 
goods. So, they slowly aggregated many people, and they have good 
relationships with neighbors.  
(Daisy, F, 34, freelance photography educator) 
 
With reference to the space use of Amateur Revolt, LP participants incorporated the 
ideas into their movement identity. They understood LP as a base of LM in the form 
of a small shop. However, the ideas of Amateur Revolt could not be directly copied 
to LP, due to the obvious limitation in Hong Kong’s land use and the need of 
modification in according to the shared need of being an alternative lifestyle 
practitioner.  
 
As discussed above, the land use in Hong Kong is dominated by the profit-making 
activities. So, since rent is expensive even in the poor communities of urban area, it 
is impossible for LP participants to afford the place for non- or low-profit making 
activities. Thus, LP participants decided to locate LP in a rural area, where rent is 
usually lower. Understanding LP participants’ ideas and proposal, Choi Yuen 
villagers suggested a piece of resumed land in the village. So, they established LP in 
the rural area for free. Even when they had to move away during the land 
resumption of the Choi Yuen Village, they still chose to relocate LP to a rural 
farmland, where rent is low. 
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Daisy: I am affected by it. What have been affected? For example, I 
remember he (Hajime Matsumoto) came to Hong Kong and I received him. I 
said to him, “It is nice for you to find a low-rent place in Japan. It is 
impossible in Hong Kong.” So, it is not an immediate influence. It is not the 
case that I go to find a shop and a group of friends to copy his model. He 
affects me in imagining a place and finding a farmland with lower rent than 
urban areas. The influence is unobtrusive. After that, Lee said that having a 
place as the base is important. Then I started thinking, “where to place it?” 
We don’t have money and rent in Hong Kong is high. Because of the Choi 
Yuen Village movement, we thought, “How about moving to Choi Yuen 
Village, where rent is low?” We can afford it by collecting several hundred 
dollars a month from each of us. Then I asked villagers immediately. They 
quickly found a place, which was the old LP and was free of charge. That is, 
you participated in a movement, step by step, and suddenly you solved 
unimaginable difficulties. Turns out, it is not so hard to find a place. It’s so 
easy, and all difficulties were suddenly solved.  
(Daisy, F, 34, freelance photography educator) 
 
Apart from the high rent in urban area, the needs of being alternative lifestyle 
practitioners and LM adherents drove LP participants to set up a base in a rural area 
by modifying the Amateur Revolt model, which originally was meant to empower 
the poor in an urban community. As described above, anti-XRL activists were 
shocked by the rural and agricultural lifestyle of Choi Yuen village and determined 
to change their own everyday lifestyle. So, instead of copying the activities of 
“sharing resources among the poor”, the space use of LP was modified into a place 
for farming and organizing activities in rural areas, all with the help of the farming 
teacher, Au.  
 
Daisy: Taking a step forward, what would we do in the place? Besides 
aggregating people and meeting, what would happen? Au participated in 
the anti-XRL movement. Hey, what about farming? 
(Daisy, 34, freelance photography educator) 
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The farming and alternative lifestyle was not recognized as only private and leisure 
practices. LP participants interpreted establishing a new lifestyle as an important 
base to destabilize the dominant city lifestyle. It is anchored in the identity of being 
movement adherents and can be reflected in Cheung’s narrative: 
 
Cheung: Pansy was very excited . . . Previous movements were worked 
according to issues and only with opposition, but no construction. But, at some 
important moments, instead of resistance to the unwanted changes, they are 
building a new village, farming, and turning farming into a job for youngsters. 
So, obviously farming is an important base . . . finding activists to practise and 
try to see if organic farming works . . . You have a discourse, and then you can 
tell others that city life is not the only lifestyle. If you don’t have farming as a 
base, you can’t tell them that. So, it is necessary for people like us to establish 
this base. 
(Cheung, M, 26, freelancer cultural activity organizer and PhD applicant)  
 
Besides being LM adherents in LP, settling in Choi Yuen Village also fulfilled 
participants’ will to be supporters of Choi Yuen Village after the end of the anti-XRL 
movement. By experiencing villagers’ agricultural and rural life, they identified a 
way to connect to Choi Yuen villagers. It is also the reason why they farmed on the 
land of LP:  
 
Au: After the budget passed, we were all back at Choi Yuen Village while the 
protest for “moving village” was in progress. Daisy and friends found that 
they were detached from Concern Group and Support Group. They supported 
the movement, but were not the core of the groups. They shouted “the love 
of the land”, but they asked, “What does it mean? Do I know New Territories 
and agricultural life?” So, one day, they said to me that they wanted to 
experience agricultural life in Choi Yuen Village and asked me to teach them 
to grow vegetables. So, I teach them to grow vegetables. 
(Au, >40, farmer and farming teacher of LP) 
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As mentioned in previous section, LP participants searched for alternative ways to 
continuously support the village, as most of them did not know villagers well 
beforehand. So, experiencing the farming and rural lifestyle of the villagers was a 
way used by LP to engage to and connect with the villagers.  
 
The need of supporting Choi Yuen Village, being LM adherents and being 
practitioners of alternative lifestyle modified the idea of space use incorporated 
from Amateur Revolt. Thus, the form of setting up LM base of Amateur Revolt was 
adopted, but farming and rural life were added to be the activities, and supporting 
Choi Yuen villagers and exploring lifestyle possibilities were understood as the new 
purposes of the LP base. Also, the identity construction processes are fluid, 
influenced by the social network participants who are connected to it and the 
subjective perceptions of participants in the group.  
 
4.2.1.2. Incorporation of the Form and Beliefs of a Movement 
The form and beliefs of one movement are incorporated partially into another 
movement by modifying and localizing the former, with consideration of feasibility 
and needs. In the case of LP, Half-Farmer-Half-X lifestyle was employed and 
localized in the movement. Participants of LP directly identify with the name and 
beliefs of Half-Farmer-Half-X by calling themselves practitioners of “Half-Farmer-
Half-X”. However, as there were difficulties in operating fully those ideas in Hong 
Kong, participants reflexively incorporated the ideas as were needed. The ideas of 
“Half-Farmer-Half-X” were modified with a local focus in LP. 
 
The “Half-Farmer-Half-X” lifestyle originates from Naoki Shiomi, who set up the 
“Half-Farmer-Half-X” website in Japan in April 2000. He is a cultural entrepreneur 
promoting ideas and the way of living through the Internet and books. Naoki Shiomi 
(2003) suggests that Half-Farmer-Half-X advocates a lifestyle of acquiring food 
through small-scale farming (Farmer), contributing to society and obtaining a stable 
livelihood by using their talent (X). X can be a mission, calling, lifework, dream, or 
social collaboration. A simplistic natural lifestyle is an active response to the risks of 
global environmental, food, education, health care and social welfare, and to the 
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pursuit of sustainability.  
 
Half-Farmer-Half-X is an idea promoting simplistic living, one that follows the laws 
of nature and uses one’s individual talents for the society. Small-scale farming 
satisfies the need of self-sufficiency and, at the same time, allows adherents to 
achieve their dreams, choose the jobs they love and connect with society. 
Adherents follow the laws of nature by being aware of the cyclical society and 
getting rid of the large-scale production, transportation, consumption and disposal2. 
They use their own talents – their advantages and specialties. Following nature’s 
laws and using their talents are beneficial to the world and self at the same time. 
 
Examples of Half-Farmer-Half-X can be seen in Kyoto where Naoki Shiomi lives. 
People practise small-scale farming and at the same time using their X (talent), such 
as being translator of movie subtitles, teaching children English, being artists, and 
working on environmental protection. He encourages people to search for their 
own X and develop their own lifestyle. He believes that in order to make the world 
sustainable, small-scale farming and using one’s talents for society are two 
necessary conditions. It is important to change people’s mind, habits and lifestyle. 
 
The idea of Half-Farmer-Half-X was introduced to the group through Au. He 
mentioned “Half-Farmer-Half-X” in one of his articles – a response to the 
destruction of agriculture brought by the construction of XRL. In the article, he 
pointed out that under-compensation for the land and the destruction of the 
underground watering system would lead to a loss of jobs among affected farmers. 
He advocated a reprioritization of land use to stabilize the farmland for a longer 
period, and to favor agriculture and allow more people to adopt a “Half-Farmer-
Half-X” lifestyle in Hong Kong. 
 
The concept of “Half-Farmer-Half-X” was introduced to LP participants by the article. 
                                                     
2
 Cyclical society is an expression of Chinese and Japanese means a sustainable society in English 
context. 
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The concept also helped actualize LP’s slogan-liked value of “connecting to the land 
and community” into concrete interpretations and repertoires of actions. LP 
participants, who were affiliated with rural life and determined to adopt alternative 
lifestyle, incorporated the ideas of “Half-Farmer-Half-X” lifestyle to consolidate their 
imagination of an alternative lifestyle. It is reflected in Daisy’s narrative: 
 
Daisy: Au made everything concrete. We firstly decided to “connect with the 
land” (in a pretentious tone) on Saturday and Sunday. Actually, we know 
nothing about “connecting with the land.” We only knew that Au’s farming 
workshops used the land quickly because we expected many things would 
happen at the base . . . Unexpectedly, Au said, “You are not being a holiday 
farmer, but doing production. You have to think with a production mind-set.” 
Most of us were shocked. Hey, man, we only wanted to be holiday farmers, 
how come you asked us to do production and talked about the condition of 
production – work every day. However, he wrote an article proposing “Half-
Framer-Half-X” that we thought was progressive. And most of us were fresh 
graduates or freelancers. So, despite the surprise, we were open to it, and 
thought, “Why not?” So, we tried. 
(Daisy, F, 34, freelance photography educator) 
 
LP participants referenced the model of Half-Farmer-Half-X. They started 
agricultural production and at the same time used their talents to contribute to the 
society. They claimed to be “Half-Farmer-Half-X” practitioners, especially at the 
beginning of LP. And people called them “Half-Farmer-Half-X” practitioners as well. 
For example, a talk sharing the experiences in farming and in LP given by Lee, a 
participant of LP, was titled “Professor’s idiot acts: A Beginner of Half-Farmer-Half-
X”. Also, Ho was introduced as a Half-Farmer-Half-X practitioner in a talk called 
“Back to the nature, regain the lives – the possibilities of agriculture”.  
 
However, although they agreed with the beliefs, the Half-Farmer-Half-X movement 
was not fully adopted by LP participants as the model of agricultural production. 
The requirements of Half-Farmer-Half-X were in conflict with LP participant’s social 
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identities of city people, wage earners, and student loan borrowers. There were 
many difficulties for LP participants to fully and strictly follow Half-Farmer-Half-X’s 
beliefs and practices. So, the meanings and practices of “Half-Farmer-Half-X” 
lifestyle are modified in LP. Challenges faced by participants in strictly incorporating 
the ideas of “Half-Farmer-Half-X” lifestyle and their modifications are discussed 
below.  
 
The first difficulty was that nearly all LP participants were city people whose farming 
skills and production capacity were low. The idea of “half farmer”, which requires 
adherents to earn their living from farming, became a requirement that was too 
high. The original meaning of “Half-Farmer” requires advanced farming skills and 
full commitment to provide a living to adherents. Au explained this in an interview. 
 
Interviewer: What is Half-Farmer-Half-X? Do you think it is a way of saying to 
transit city people to go into agriculture?  
Au: It is not a way of saying for transition and only mature farmers can 
achieve it. Why? It is because this kind of small-scale farming requires a high-
level of management and knowledge about the process of production, 
resources and the output. You have to know the sources, to suppress the cost, 
but at the same time maintain the quality without exploitation. So, working 5 
hours a day, you can maintain a living. For four hours, you can participate in 
social movement or play guitar or whatever you like to contribute to the 
society or whatever. That’s why only skillful and self-disciplined people can 
achieve it. Half-Farmer-Half-X is not a romantic slogan, but is realistic know-
how to provide you a livelihood. 
(Au, M, >40, farmer and farming teacher of LP) 
 
Self-sufficiency in small-scaled farm is a main point of the concept “Half-Farm”. LP 
participants – city people without the necessary farming skills – could not efficiently 
and effectively earn their living from the farm. Moon pointed out some concrete 
problems caused by the poor skills, inefficient work schedule, and unsatisfactory 
facility management. 
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Moon: I think there should be great improvement in working schedule and 
efficiency. First, we don’t have skillful people as we are at the stage of 
training . . . We don’t know what to do first and after, so everything slows 
down . . . When three of them are here, Cherry and I are also here. The 
constraints are that we can’t get up early, and we work too slowly . . . we have 
to train up ourselves to know what the fastest way to work is. Tools are not 
the best and buckets are leaking. What can you do? People are not skillful and 
tools are bad. Then, how many left? None. These are all happening every day. 
Yesterday, we put fish-intestines fertilizer into the carrot farm. Again, we had 
to water it twice after that. We filled the channel with water for the 
convenience of irrigating. We needed fresh water, but many people worked on 
it and made the water muddy3. The function of filling water was lost. Then 
irrigating water, three watering cans were leaking . . . You had enough people 
yesterday, but everything seems messed up. Tools were bad . . .” 
(Moon, F, 28, freelance writer) 
 
Ho shared the similar view and highlighted their lack of experiences in managing the 
time schedule of planting.  
 
Ho: It’s difficult to produce vegetables to sell every week due to our lack of 
skills and experience. We have grown a lot in the field, but we only harvest 
very little during the best time. We don’t know how to keep the vegetables in 
the best condition, and then they wither. For those that actually can be grown 
for long period of time, we can only keep them for 2 months. It’s a matter of 
ability. 
(Ho, M, 33, freelance educator) 
 
The result of poor skills and lack of experience was low output, and therefore, low 
income. Ho narrated the unsatisfactory farming output in the interview.  
                                                     
3
 The field has to be watered after being fertilized with fish intestines. Fresh water is usually filled in 
the water channel. But when people walked on the water channel, water would become muddy and 
unsuitable for irrigation. 
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Ho: There are very limited vegetables for sale. It is even not enough for us and 
our friends. The productivity is limited. 
(Ho, M, 33, freelance educator) 
 
Chan shared the similar view with Ho, but he highlighted the unsatisfactory income 
generated from the farm.  
 
Chan:   When school starts, we hope to maintain the Half-Farmer-
Half-X learning scheme. I hope it can reach my degree of satisfaction. 
Interviewer:  What is your degree of satisfaction? 
Chan:   At least I hope that LP can break even on its finances. 
Villagers and friends donated everything to LP, and thus there is essentially no 
fixed cost. We only need to cover the water and electricity fees.4 I hope that at 
least we can balance all these. Afterwards there may be little income. I think I will 
be satisfied with that. The ideal status is that LP can support 1/3 or 1/2 of our 
income. 
(Chan, M, 22, university student) 
 
Although, LP cannot achieve “self-sufficiency of food” with the current output, LP 
participants still made “self-sufficiency of food” a long-term and important goal, 
and they reinterpreted the significance of “self-sufficiency of food” in farming to the 
local context. The significance was an autonomy which occurred in the history of 
Hong Kong and is expected to be important to today’s Hong Kong. Chan explained 
that agriculture was once a strategic tool to maintain Hong Kong’s autonomy 
against the influences of China during colonial rule.  
 
Chan: Let’s talk about Hui Po Keung’s book “Rewriting the story of history of 
my city” . . . Food was an important issue for the first half of the colonial 
history. In Hong Kong, the colonial government had to ensure that it could 
                                                     
4
 Few days before interview, a water bill of LP was sent out via the LP email group and it was settled 
by voluntary contributions of both the active and non-active LP participants. 
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produce food on its own so as to maintain an autonomous colony. Thus in the 
1960s to 1970s, the residents of Choi Yuen Villages were those coming from 
Mainland China . . . or was it 1950s to 1970s? I don’t quite remember . . . This 
was a strategic policy for the Hong Kong colonial government, as it could not 
be controlled by the Mainland China. When the Sino-British Joint Declaration 
was signed in 1984, Hong Kong was to be returned back to China. The colonial 
government started to give up such policies, as it anticipated that Hong Kong 
would eventually not be autonomous. Thus, agriculture became less popular, 
but manufacturing flourished as the salary was higher.  
(Chan, M, 22, university student) 
 
Although agriculture has declined in Hong Kong, Ho believes that agriculture can 
still be revolutionary, leading to autonomy and self-sufficiency.  
 
That is, if there are 60% of Hong Kong people who can sustain themselves . . . If 
we know how to use our resources for creation, the world will not be like this. 
Now the world is built on restricted knowledge and capability. If in Hong Kong 
everyone grows vegetables, the rebellion will be obvious. 
(Ho, M, 33, freelance educator) 
 
Agriculture is not only important to the autonomy of Hong Kong; it also creates new 
possibilities for people’s lives. Chan described the city life of Hong Kong people as 
limited, and he saw that agricultural production could create an alternative lifestyle, 
which would challenge the consumption culture and the control of the government. 
It is autonomy.  
 
 In this city, we are living in high-rise buildings, going to work regularly, shopping 
in malls, and watching movies in closed areas. People are now insane, and so is it 
possible that agriculture can create the new possibility of life? Can we have 
alternatives except this lifestyle? LP creates the new alternative . . . We can 
produce our own food from the field. Our leader often jokes that there’s no need 
to be concerned about the government when we can produce our own food for a 
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living. This idea is radical. I don’t quite remember who shared a video on YouTube. 
It’s about someone in the U.S. who uses permaculture to manage his garden. He 
can grow vegetables in the garden according to his own will, and there is no need 
to depend on others. (Interviewer: I’ve seen it too) This is very different from the 
pattern of consumption in the city. We talk about production, whereas they talk 
about consumption. That’s autonomy, and it’s the force of protest. 
(Chan, M, 22, university student) 
 
Although LP participants could not produce enough to be self-sufficient “Half-
Farmers”, they reinterpreted the meaning and importance of “self-sufficiency” as 
autonomy and placed it as a long-term goal – one that would benefit both society 
and individuals involved.  
 
Secondly, besides localizing the meaning of self-sufficiency as autonomy and placing 
it as a long-term goal, LP participants relocated the relationship between “Half-
Farmer” and the “Half-X”. Half-Farmer was originally understood as an important 
means to provide living for farmers, so that adherents could use the other half of 
their time to contribute to society with their talents. But as LP participants could 
not achieve this ideal due to poor skills and inexperience, they reinterpreted the 
relationship between the Half-Farmer and the Half-X by stressing the social 
contribution of “Half-X”.  
 
LP participants regarded raising the agriculture issue in Hong Kong and arousing 
more public attention toward the importance of agriculture as important steps 
towards a better world. Only with experience in and thinking about the farm could 
LP participants then talk about it and lead more people to engage in it. For example, 
Ho taught his students about farming in his lecture, and Lee invited his students in 
design school to help design and make tools and furniture in the old LP. He also let 
students participate in LP permaculture workshop and work on the farm to learn 
alternative design methods. In Choi’s writing workshop, he asked students to 
observe and write about the farm and rural area.  
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Farming not only became a piece of material that LP participants could pick up and 
use in their work, it became a topic that LP participants could dedicate to. In the 
second interview, Ho elaborated more how “Half-Farmer” influenced his “Half-X” - 
his articles in books and column in newspaper.  
 
Ho: There is a shift in my writings. I gradually differ a lot from Fan and Kelvin 
(author added: two good friends of Ho), as I have less interest in making 
commentary. In the past, I would write about commentaries about two 
teenagers having sex in Victoria Park on Boxing Day. Gradually, I talk more 
about farming, or my understanding about farming. I continuously check 
whether my thought is related to the world, or if it can be connected to other 
stuff, or if it can answer questions that I can use other theoretical approaches 
to address. Now I practice and I try. I want to know if I do this out of impulse, 
or if it can be applied to other areas.  
(Ho, M, 33, freelance educator) 
 
Localizing the significance of “Half-Farmer” as autonomy and using their “Half-X” to 
continue to talk about farming and attract more people to pay attention or engage 
to farming were the reinterpretations of Naoki Shiomi’s “Half-Farmer-Half-X”. “Half-
Farmer-Half-X” gave a reference for LP participants to actualize their movement 
values, such as connection with land and autonomy, but modifications were made 
to localize it for LP’s movement identity.  
 
Besides the reinterpretation of the “Half-Farmer” with the significance to Hong 
Kong and people’s life, and relocating the relationship between Half-Farmer and 
Half-X for a better society, there was a third modification of “Half-Farmer-Half-X”: 
the redefinition of “Half-X”.  LP participants gained insights from the “Half-Farmer-
Half-X” lifestyle to promote a lifestyle that encourages people to participate in 
agriculture and contribute to the society. Because LP participants could not achieve 
self-sufficiency by being “Half-Farmer”, they had to earn their living somewhere else 
to support their meaningful agricultural and socially-beneficial activities. “Half-X” 
was thus realistically assigned the role of providing a living to LP participants in their 
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“Half-Farmer-Half-X” lifestyle. In an ideal situation, “Half-X” could still be socially 
beneficial and matched up with “Half-Farmer”. 
 
In describing the Half-Farmer-Half-X lifestyle in LP, Daisy highlighted “taking care of 
the farm” and “freelancing” as two parts of an LP friend’s living.   
 
Daisy: I become more concrete in the arrangement of life in being a “Half-
Farmer-Half-X”. For instance, my friend in LP also makes such arrangement 
like taking care of the farm and freelancing. 
 (Daisy, F, 34, freelance photography teacher) 
 
We can see that “freelancing”, the breadwinner of the halves, did exist in LP’s “Half-
Farmer-Half-X” lifestyle. Moon directly pointed out the reason of having other job in 
the lifestyle was the failure of self-sufficiency of the “Half-Farmer”, even for the full-
time farmer who worked 4 days a week.  
 
Moon: Coincidentally, I quit my job but it’s not directly related to farming . . . 
The resignation was actually planned before, but it’s just a coincidence. As Au 
said, there should be some income from farming for “Half-Farmer-Half-X”. This 
is a very simple and direct point of view. Gradually we find out that all 3 full-
time farmers have no income from farming, and they have to depend on 
something else. The profit can’t even cover the rent. It’s difficult. 
(Moon, F, 28, freelance writer and artist)  
 
It is clear that there was a redefinition of “Half-Farmer” and “Half-X” that the 
breadwinning shifted from “Half-Farmer” to “Half-X”. Of course, “Half-X” was not 
only limited to jobs that were paid. As discussed in the last section, we can see the 
emphasized interconnection between “Half-Farmer” and “Half-X”; “Half-X” thus can 
also be social career and activities that are beneficial to the society. For example, LP 
participants held several activities in Choi Yuen Village to attract the public’s 
attention on the demolition and resettlement of the village. For example, a mid-
autumn festival activity called “Choi Yuen Village, a beginning or an end” was held 
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in September of 2010 to remind people to keep their attention on the resettlement 
of villagers. And members of LP helped, organized and participated in the three-
month patrol protection of Choi Yuen Village at the end of 2010.  Most participants 
of LP worked in paid, career jobs. For example, a few of them were teachers from 
different disciplines, and some of them were writers and artists. They combine their 
work with farming, as mentioned above the interconnection between the two, to 
make their work an effort to raise people’s attention to agricultural issues in Hong 
Kong.  
 
The modification of the Half-Farmer-Half-X was not only reflected in the framing of 
LP participants, but also in their actions. The redefined Half-X’s role of breadwinning 
can be seen in the practice among LP participants. In the practice of the modified 
Half-Farmer-Half-X in LP, due the failure of Half-Farmer in providing a living, and the 
need to earn a wage in Half-X, I found that participants who were able to make their 
living with freelance or part-time jobs adopt the lifestyle better than those who 
failed to make a living.  
 
Before joining LP, Daisy had already been a freelance photography teacher. She 
worked 2 days for the photography teaching job and 4 days in the field. And she 
said in an interview that she recently had a salary increase of $50,000. Her narrative 
of her “Half-Farmer-Half-X” lifestyle was more positive and confident.  
 
Daisy: So, it is interesting . . . For example, the salary from the organization I 
work for is especially high. I get $70,000 for half a year for two classes. I think, 
this is ok, isn’t it? I worked two days a week only. And now, I will do more 
administrative work. I’ve worked this freelance job for two to three years only 
as teacher. Then, this year, they asked me to plan the curriculum and to do 
team building. If you found me to do this work a year ago, I don’t think I have 
the ability. Now, I have organizing experiences in the village and LP, I believe I 
have the ability to do the work . . . 
(Daisy, 34, freelance photography teacher) 
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The positive attitude towards the Half-Farmer-Half-X could be seen in her 
interpretation that her experiences in LP and in the village benefited her in the paid 
work. On the other hand, Iris, who was less capable in earning a living through 
freelance or part-time job, gained little in the jobs and at the same time received 
little or no income from the farm. She was unable to support her living and pay her 
student loan. When I interviewed her at her home, she was unemployed and 
searching for a full-time job. Although she supported the beliefs of “Half-Farmer-
Half-X”, her narrative of the experiences was more negative and she finally had 
chosen to temporarily leave the LP. 
 
Interviewer:  Have you participated after moving to the new farmland? 
Iris:   Very little. The main reason is lack of money. Yes. No money, 
because the failure to achieve the “Half-Famer”. You need to pay the travel fee. 
I lived in Mong Kok at that time when LP was still in Choi Yuen Village. It cost 
$30 a round trip. I did not have an income at that time. Through selling 
vegetables, [LP] received less than $1000 at the end of month and a travelling 
allowance was given to me. It could be less than $1000, $800 or $800 or even 
$300-400 . . . And sometimes you didn’t cook, you went to Kam Tin to have 
meal, then it took $30 more. Though the farm provided several hundred 
dollars, but it couldn’t support much. In that half year . . . I depended on the 
Half-X to live for nearly 3-4 months or half year. And the income from Half-X 
such as typing transcripts was not enough. My budget was tight and I had to 
pay the rent. But I was still able to endure, because I decided to spend half 
year to explore and hoped that could support my living after that. However, it 
didn’t work. So I got the part-time job - Ms Yueng’s private dining after the 
half year. The income of the job was still not enough for my living. The salary 
was only $2,000-3,000 . . . Then this went on for another half year.  
 
Even with a relaxed interpretation of Half-Farmer, which stressed autonomy rather 
than self-sufficiency, Iris, who earn little from part-time jobs, could not maintain her 
Half-Farmer-Half-X lifestyle. We can see how the role of breadwinning had shifted 
to Half-X. Because she had low capacity in earning a living from Half-X, she finally 
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had to leave the “Half-Farmer-Half-X” lifestyle and found a full time job:  
 
Iris: After January, the Lunar New Year . . . Ms Yeung’s shop was closed . . . So 
I left the job. Then I knew that I had to find a full-time job at that time, 
because I had tried part-time jobs for over a year. Actually I could not find 
one after the anti-XRL protest. I could not support my life. I borrowed money 
from friends, and I had to pay back the student loan. Yes, (a bitter smile), I 
think I am so tough having endured a tight budget life like this for two years. 
And I had to pay student loans with the tight budget and participate in other 
activities at the same time . . . Without the stable income from a part-time 
job, I thought I could not sustain it any longer, similar to the situation of now 
that I even cannot pay to travel to LP. (Light a hand-rolled cigarette) Then I 
found a full-time job in [Company A]. The full-time job in Company A worked 
5-6 days a week. I was tired . . . The salary was $5000. But I quit the job after 
3 months, because my economic burden made me worried. At the same time, 
the business was directly linked to my income. $5000 was very tight . . . Still 
it was the economic burden; I had to pay the travel fee and meal . . . I 
thought that besides LP, I tried private dining, and Company A in these few 
years . . . I would like to stop for a while and think.  
(Iris, 25, graduated from political science, a job seeker) 
 
The failure to maintain the Half-Farmer-Half-X lifestyle of a poor freelancer or part-
time worker, Iris, confirmed the modification of Half-Farmer-Half-X. Due to the 
realistic limitation of skills and output and the local context of Hong Kong’s 
agriculture, the meaning of “Half-Famer” was understood as contributor to an 
autonomous living and a development of agriculture in Hong Kong rather than work 
that provides self-sufficiency. While being “Half-Farmer” could not provide a living, 
“Half-X” took up both the roles of breadwinning and contributor to the society.  
 
We can see that, by partially incorporating the ideas of “Half-Farmer-Half-X” to 
actualize the movement values of LP (autonomy and development of agriculture) in 
the identity construction process, modification of the ideas and practice did exist in 
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response to local limitation and societal and individual needs. The modifications 
were seen in the reinterpretation of “Half-Farmer”, redefinition of the “Half-X’, and 
the relocating the relationship between the two. This modified “Half-Farmer-Half-X” 
became a part of the LP movement identity. 
 
4.2.1.3. A full Incorporation of a Movement 
The third way in the identity construction process is a full incorporation of a 
movement’s ideas by sharing its definition of situations, experiences, and 
connectedness. In the case of LP, participants claimed LP a “community economy” 
and practised an alternative economy. They at the same time connect LP with other 
community economies. The ideas and forms of community economy were 
incorporated fully into the movement identity of LP.  
 
Community economy is a sustainable economic movement advocated by a LMO - 
Community Economies Collectives. Community Economies Collective (2009) is a 
collective formed by researchers, academics and activists from Australia, North 
America, Europe and South East Asia. It aims at opening an ethics debate about 
economies and exploring different non-capitalist economies. It believes that more 
just and ecologically sustainable economies are possible. Community economy, by 
definition, refers to “a normative representation of the diverse economy, in which 
certain ethics are valued over others. In a community economy our 
interdependence with each other and with all earth others is recognized and 
respected as we negotiate: what is necessary to personal, social and ecological 
survival; how social surplus is appropriated and distributed; whether and how social 
surplus is to be produced and consumed; how a commons is produced and 
sustained” (Community Economies Collective 2009).  
 
To destabilize capitalism, it suggests two theoretical strategies: “1) production of 
different representations of economic identity, and 2) development of different 
narratives of economic development” (Community Economies Collective 2009). The 
examples of capitalist economy are wage labour, commodities market, and private 
accumulation. The examples of non-capitalist economy are household production, 
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self-employment, social entrepreneur, bartering, and voluntary labour etc. 
 
Beliefs of Community Economy Collective are compatible with the LP participants’ 
needs of being alternative lifestyle practitioners and their purpose as LM adherents 
of opposing the domination of capitalist lifestyle. Participants of LP claimed that 
they were participating in community economy. This means that they shared the 
definition of situations, experiences, and solidarity with movement of community 
economy as a whole.   
 
The ideas of community economy were transmitted to LP in the identity 
construction process through several people who were connected to the ideas. One 
of them is Au, the farming teacher of LP, who was a member of the Hong Kong 
Sustainable Agriculture Association, which is concerned with the sustainable 
development of agriculture and community economy in Hong Kong. He put the 
elements of agriculture into the protest as an area of concern in the anti-XRL 
movement. He and his friends helped to organize a Community Economy Carnival in 
the protest outside the Legislative Council. They invited shops of community 
economy they knew in these three to four years through community centers to set 
up stalls and sell local products. The 20-30 stalls from different community 
economies gathered to form a carnival.  So, as a farming teacher of LP, his concern 
of agriculture as a community economy and its relationship with the community 
shaped the movement identity of LP. Ideas of community economy were largely 
incorporated into the movement identity of LP.  
 
Ho, the full-time farmer in LP, knew about scholarly effort of community economy. 
He thought of LP in terms of community economy.  
 
Ho: We often think of the basis. We have to follow Hui Po Keung or Gribson 
Gramson; we have to define what “economy” is. If economy is not to be 
understood by capital accumulation, is there any other definition? Can we 
emphasize the importance of life in economy? Economic development is not 
about giving up life; it’s about enhancing our life by economic development! 
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How can I give away my excess to others and vice versa? LP is not doing well 
in accumulating people for CSA economy. 
(Ho, M, 33, freelance educator) 
 
Daisy, one of the founders of LP, participated in a social network of community 
economies after establishing LP. Having participated in the anti-XRL movement, she 
asserted the importance of gaining back the autonomy of living by changing 
everyday lifestyle. It can be reflected in the narrative of Daisy: She decided to do 
something that required time to accumulate social network, such as connecting 
with other community economies in everyday life to change the mode of living, 
which were unsatisfied with the monopoly of big corporations. These people helped 
to transmit the ideas of community economy to LP and incorporated them as a part 
of the LP movement identity.  
 
I will explain the full Incorporation of community economy’s ideas by LP participants 
as an identity construction process in three aspects: a shared definition of situation, 
a shared experience and shared solidarity.  
 
LP participants shared the definition of situations identified by Community Economy 
Collectives that capitalist economy dominated the definition of economy. LP 
participants interpreted and expressed the problems in their own way.  An early 
participant of LP, Pansy, defined the problem of capitalist economy as a monopoly 
of all aspects of people’s living, leading to a loss of people’s autonomy. 
 
Interviewer:  What are the problems of capitalist society, urban society or 
the way you lived? 
Pansy:   What I always think is that we ask others to solve everything 
by giving money in a capitalist society. I’m insane; I always think about the 
end of the world. If there is a sun storm causing no electricity for a month, 
what can we eat? I’m crazily thinking all these, and thus I think it’s valuable 
and safe to produce my own food. That’s how I started my first step. 
Everything is obtained through buying and selling in capitalist a society, and 
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it’s too simple. It’s so simple that we forget how the food looks like, and that 
makes me feel uncomfortable. 
(Pansy, F, 29, freelance educator and designer) 
 
Besides the loss of autonomy caused by the monopoly of capitalist economy, Ho 
pointed out the deception of capitalist economy – making us to believe that money 
could solve all problems. He referenced Gribson-Gram’s framework and concluded 
that LP was picking up abilities which were discouraged in a capitalist society to 
build up a community economy:  
 
Ho:  Metaphorically, we are all living a lie. The world is a lie. We think 
that everything can only be solved by money. This lie is necessary, for it exists 
to fulfill everyone’s financial interest. Therefore, what we are talking about 
[community economies] is regarded as a joke, as a minority, as something 
that only makes us happy. No, this is just a flip side. If 60% of Hong Kong 
people are self-sustained, others will not regard us like this. If we can create 
resources (of living) around us, the world won’t be like it. Our world is built 
on forbidden knowledge and ability (the ability and knowledge discouraged 
or abandoned in capitalist society) . . . They (Gribson- Gram) have a 4-step 
methodology. It’s about the reassessment of the community economics 
towards the community. It includes physical resources, human resources, 
interfacing etc. How can the community become strong on its own? The way 
is to getting to know the community. For the same forest in Cambodia, the 
enterprise will build a plantation and make a huge profit, but what will 
Gribson-Gram do? They will see what the resources is, what knowledge the 
people possess, how to combine all these and communicate to the outside 
world.  That’s the basis of community economy. If these can be done, 
community economy becomes concrete rather than abstract. The whole idea 
has to be sustainable, but this is exhausting. This is the basis idea for all 
those who rely on nature for a living. 
(Ho, M, 33, freelance educator) 
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LP participants identified two main problems of domination of capitalist economy. 
One was the capitalist economy’s monopoly of people’s living and encroachment of 
people’s autonomy. The second was the deception of the power of money. Thus, 
we can see that LP participants shared the definition of situation of community 
economy and acted in response to the problems of the dominating capitalist 
economy. LP participants also have similar experiences with community economy.  
 
Community economy is an imagined community rather than a real one. So the 
shared experiences mean similar experiences shared among the imagined 
community of economy community rather than the common experiences shared by 
a group of people who are structurally located in the same social group. The shared 
experiences of community economy here refer to the non-capitalist economy 
experiences; in LP, these are the experiences of self-production following 
permaculture principles and sales following the principles of CSA.  
 
Permaculture as the principles of alternative production and design was taught by 
farming teacher, Au, through workshops and everyday farm work. The note 
designed by Au and used in the workshop, explained permaculture in this way: 
“Permaculture encourages us to observe and learn from the nature. It emphasizes 
the observation of the nature’s system, resources, and energy, which are 
interchangeable rather than linearly flow. This means our ways of thinking also 
should not emphasize on linearity as the only way of measurement and habit.” The 
ethical requirements of the permaculture are “earth care, people care, and fair 
share.”  LP participants identified permaculture as their farming and designing 
methods. It can be reflected in Chan’s narrative: 
 
Chan: We make use of the ideas of permaculture. It assumes that if the world 
continues to develop like this, we will all die together. Permaculture is to 
respect the world and the nature and not to overuse it.  
(Chan, M, 22, university student) 
 
Moving to the new farmland, LP participants had to design the new farm and decide 
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what plants to grow using the observation method taught in permaculture 
workshop. The targets of observation were not limited to the farm and nature, but 
also their neighbors. The neighbor relationship was one important consideration in 
their design.  
 
Daisy:  Why don’t we plant willow branches5?  
Ho:  If lucky bamboo is generally planted at the place, people plant lucky 
bamboo; if sword lily is generally planted at the place, people plant sword lily. 
Choi:  Every place has its suitable plants to grow…. 
Ho:  How about researching the types of plants villagers planted? Do 
interviews and collect data, but I don’t know if it would be too academic. 
Choi:  Chat with them casually and ask about it. 
Daisy:  It is not too good if too many people went there. Five people per 
team is appropriate. But I don’t know if the villagers would think that we are 
strange, as we haven’t started working there and they don’t know who we 
are. How about we go to observe what they are doing and we can start it 
now. We can also observe seasonal changes.  
(Field note excerpt, dated 1 January, 2011) 
 
Permaculture principles were not only reflected in the design of the farm, but also 
in the way they produced fertilizer and removed the weeds: 
 
Interviewer:  Why not burn the weeds? 
Chan:   We don’t burn weeds.  
Interviewer:  Why not? The ashes of burned weeds can also be fertilizer.  
Friend B:  Maybe because of carbon dioxide emission.  
Lee:   Besides emitting nitrogen in the process of burning weeds, 
nutrients are lost. If we remove the weeds, they can be composted to 
become fertilizer, which would bring more nutrients, and it used as dry grass.  
                                                     
5
 Au taught that willow branch could replace bamboo stick, which usually brought outside, to prop 
plants and be sold as product.  
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 (Field note excerpt, dated 26 March, 2011) 
 
Besides the alternative production methods that follow permaculture principles, LP 
participants adopted the alternative sales method in the form of CSA. When 
deciding the mode of sales in LP, Lee had already proposed an alternative approach 
to the capitalist economy.  
 
Lee: We can use individual responsibility to sell vegetables. I can ask ladies of 
general office to order vegetables and then deliver the vegetables to them.    
(Field note excerpt, dated 26 March, 2011) 
 
Adopting an alternative mode of sales, LP sold the products through their social 
networks in a CSA model. Jasmine, who was responsible for sales work in her 
working place, talked about her ways of organizing sales and orders, and the types 
of consumers in this interview:  
 
Interviewer:  Are you responsible for the orders of the whole building of the 
Art Centre?  
Jasmine:  I cannot handle the whole building. Handling the whole 
building requires the work of asking hundreds of tenants about their orders. 
So, finally I asked ten of them. If 7 reply to you, it is already a good result. 
However, the way I do this is different from Friend C. He asked people to fill 
in forms with their orders . . . Because I don’t want to give money to LP late, 
so I pay for the tenants when the vegetables are transported here. For 
example, 5 tenants order $400 worth of vegetables. I pay for them first . . . If 
tenants are here, they pay LP directly. If they are not here, I put the 
vegetables in the fridge at my company.  
Interviewer:  Who usually buy vegetables? 
Jasmine:  Tenants. Mainly tenants. Tenants or staffs in the building.  
Interviewer:  Do they purchase much?  
Jamines:  Not much actually, 10 catties, 8 catties . . .  
Interviewer:  Do they know where the vegetables come from? 
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Jasmine:  Of course! They purchase because they know.  
Interviewer:  Why do they give support?  
Jasmine:  Er . . . Which one purchased? Tenant D, tenant E . . . most of 
them know what happened in Choi Yuen Village, they even marched in the 
July 1st protest. For example, tenant D, she is the girlfriend of Lo (an anti-XRL 
activist). Lo took her to Woodstock Concert.6 Then she supported the cause. 
Now the XO sauces made by Mrs. Chan (a villager) are sold in her place . . . 
She helps selling the sauces and buys vegetables from us. Tenant E and F, are 
good friends of mine. They know about Choi Yuen Village . . . So they buy 
vegetables. Another performance artist once participated in the Woodstock 
Concert. Actually they are all on LP’s email list. So I asked them to buy 
vegetables.  
(Jasmine, F, 27, full-time art NGO staff) 
 
Vegetable sales was not managed by a large team and sold in chained stores like big 
corporations do. On contrary, the vegetables were sold through personal networks. 
People who supported anti-XRL and Choi Yuen Village and those who were 
connected with LP became potential or real customers of LP. By buying vegetables, 
consumers gave support to LP’s LM and shared LP’s visions as well.  
 
LP incorporated the ideas of community economy to adopt alternative ways of 
production and sales. The experiences were similar to other community economies 
that opposed the impersonal, large-scale and profit-making mode of capitalist 
economy. These alternative modes of actions contributed to a part of their 
movement identity.  
 
The third way of incorporating the ideas of community economy can be seen in the 
shared connectedness of community economy. The connectedness of community 
economy was the connection and cooperation between LP and other non-capitalist 
community economies. Daisy believed that only by conducting self-production can 
                                                     
6
 The event was organized on 5-6 February 2011 in Choi Yuen Village to arouse public support. 
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people could resist the control of the state and of the big enterprises in a capitalist 
economy. 
  
Daisy: Why do we need community? I understood in this year, only if we have 
our own production can we have the chance to be autonomous from the 
government . . . But we cannot do all the production we need, so we have to 
have connections with other production communities. We produce food, but 
we can’t produce all our food, so we connect with other farmers.  
(Daisy, 34, freelance photography educator) 
 
The community economy was not only an alternative method of food production in 
LP, but also a connection to other community economies, which supply other 
necessities of living required in an autonomous living.  
 
Daisy: We may need more to be autonomous from the government . . . Then 
we map ours needs and connect with local organizations, which provide 
what we need. Then we can slowly be autonomous from property developers 
and big corporations . . . We connect with local farmers, as we may not 
produce all the food we need. At the same time, we support each other, by 
seeing possibilities of earning our living without selling products through big 
corporations. For example, Betty produces body wash and shampoo with a 
group of women workers. We are using their products. And what is the 
importance? They are reliable products . . . I’ve mapped my living and have 
production to support it, so I can reduce the expenditure (by spending less in 
consumption).  
(Daisy, F, 34, freelance educator) 
 
The connectedness with community economies was demonstrated in LP’s beliefs 
and actual cooperation, connection, and mutual assistance. It can be reflected in 
the LP’s cooperation and connection with the market and soybean factory nearby, 
where they obtain fish intestines and tofu sediment for fertilizer. This satisfied their 
need of securing organic fertilizers, while at the same time connecting with people 
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who shared their desire for alternative methods of production. For instance, the 
tofu sediment was obtained from a tofu factory, which was located in the nearby 
village. Its owner shared the ideas of running a small business and selling 
economical products.  
 
Ho: We asked a tofu factory in Law’s Village for tofu sediment. I talked with 
him and found him to be a great man. The boss spoke the same language we 
do. He said, “We want to be good, but not big. So you cannot see out 
products all around. Not much advertisement. And our product is not 
expensive.” They can sustain their production. I feel more confident seeing 
similar models. Even if you cannot change the world, the world cannot deny 
these businesses because they are really in operation. This feeling is good 
enough . . . it is provocative enough.  
(Ho, M, 33, freelance educator) 
 
The connectedness is also embodied in the mutual support of LP and New Choi 
Yuen Village. LP provided vegetables to Choi Yuen Village when villagers first moved 
into the new village and had not yet started farming. Later, they formed a 
partnership with CSA to sell vegetables through the CSA network:  
 
Ho: We started this farm in February. After a month, villagers just moved 
into the temporary house. They explored the land and estimated the earliest 
harvest for sale was summer holiday.  So, they bought vegetables from us for 
a period of time. We asked them if they want the vegetable surplus for sale 
every week. Then they bought it. Then they sold their own vegetables and we 
become partners. Our status is leveled. It means villagers know how to farm 
well, but they have access to less information. Our skills are much lower, but 
we have information. So we work together as if we are a new enterprise. 
(Ho, M, 33, freelance educator) 
 
Orchid, a villager of Choi Yuen Village, said she and her farming team learnt the 
sales method, CSA, from LP and was inspired by the new way of sales:  
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Orchid: Yes. They are more creative. I learnt from them that it is possible to 
sell vegetables only to friends. I know that they sell vegetables to Hong Kong 
Radio, where they have friends. The team always filmed in Choi Yuen Village 
for two years. They know each other. They trust the field, so they order 
vegetables. This inspires us, the team of Agricultural Vanguard, how to 
market. We don’t necessarily market through Vegetable Marketing 
Organization or wholesale, but through direct sale. Some book called it 
collaborative. A group of members pay for vegetables for a period of time to 
support a farmer. No matter how much the harvest is, they spend the money. 
They trust each other and don’t exploit the farmers . . . I saw Livelihood Place 
use direct sales; they know people in Hong Kong Radio, then send them email 
for ordering, and transport vegetables once a week . . . We can consider that 
direct sales.  
(Orchid, F, 50, full-time janitor, a Choi Yuen villager) 
 
A full identification to the community economy was demonstrated in LP’s shared 
definition of situation, shared experiences and connectedness with other 
community economies. The ideas of community economy were fully incorporated 
as a part of LP’s movement identity. 
 
In sum, incorporation of the movement’s ideas at different levels was regarded as a 
process of movement identity construction of LMs. It was demonstrated in the case 
of LP in incorporating the form of Amateur Revolt, beliefs and forms of Half-Farmer-
Half-X with modifications, and the full incorporation of ideas from community 
economy. Ideas were transmitted and interpreted by LP participants, showing that 
the larger role of individual participants in the movement identity construction of 
LMs that should not be overlooked. 
 
4.2.2. Interacting with other Social Movement Participants to create Personal 
Interpretation 
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Interacting with other social movement participants to create personal 
interpretations of the movement is the second process of constructing and 
confining a movement identity of a LM. The interaction with other social movement 
participants produces interpretations that differentiate a LM from other similar 
movements. It usually happens when LM participants defend their movement 
identity from challenges and expectations of other local movement groups.  
 
Located in Choi Yuen Village, LP was challenged by other people who were mostly 
anti-XRL movement participants, especially after the LP establishment. A classmate 
of mine, who was also an anti-XRL movement participant, told me that people told 
him LP was just a group, taking advantages of Choi Yuen Village by occupying village 
land and enjoying themselves without contributing to the village movement. As a 
researcher, I asked about the LP-Choi Yuen Village relationship explicitly in 
interviews. I found that the challenges forced LP participants to clarify their role in 
the Choi Yuen Village and its relevance in their movement.  
 
Although the anti-XRL movement ended after the approval of the XRL construction 
budget, the Choi Yuen Village movement did not end at that time. As Choi Yuen 
villagers failed to stop the construction of XRL, they changed their slogan from “No 
moving, no demolition” (不遷不拆) to “Moving immediately with new village” (有
村即搬). They also shifted their attention to several issues, such as the application 
for the compensation and the special ex-gratia allowances, and the plan and design 
of village’s rebuilding. Choi Yuen Village Eco-community Construction Workshop 
(the Workshop), and Choi Yuen Village Support Group (the Support Group) were 
made up of non-villager-activists who worked closely with villagers.  They directly 
worked on the resettlement by meeting with villagers and seeking outside 
resources and professional advice. In the office of Workshop, I saw maps and drafts 
of the new village on the wall and heard that villagers frequently met in the office to 
discuss the new village.  
 
However, LP, which set up after the end of anti-XRL movement in March of 2010 
and located in Choi Yuen Village, did not directly participate in the affairs that 
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concerned villagers most. LP participants concentrated on learning how to farm. Lee 
and Ho, participants since the LP establishment, told me that there were tensions 
between LP and other groups in Choi Yuen Village, including villagers, the Workshop 
and the Support Group. Lee said, “We were happily learning how to farm, but 
villagers felt that we departed from the movement of the village.” Choi Yuen Village 
Concern Group (the Concern Group), which was formed by villagers, the Support 
Group and the Workshop kept asking about the role of LP in the village movement 
and LP participants dealt with them vaguely. But finally, one month after the LP 
establishment, the groups went to LP and held a meeting to ask LP about its role 
and its plans to support the village movement. Lee told me that he responded this 
way in the meeting, “Basically, in these few months, I saw that people were dealing 
with their own problems in this place. If you ask me what LP is trying to do and what 
is its goal, of course, I can tell you. But we are not doing exactly what we’ve told 
you.” Sharpening what LP is, Ho told me in an interview, “We are not who they say 
we are. Who are we? We of course could not explain clearly . . . We are something 
hardly identified by others. But I think this is interesting.” Though LP was 
“unidentified” and LP participants seemed unwillingly to say what they were 
explicitly, “the questioners” still pressured them to explain their relationship with 
Choi Yuen Village.  
 
When I asked about their relationship with the village, they tried to provide a role 
that differentiated them from their challengers, including the Support Group and 
the Workshop. Unlike the direct contribution of the Support Group and the 
Workshop to the new village design and rebuilding, LP participants identified an 
everyday-role for themselves in the village. They told me that they connected with 
villagers in everyday life. Lee explained the everyday life connection to me.  
 
 Lee: Don’t villagers know we cooked healthy and vegetarian food for them? 
They know . . . Don’t they know that we are farming organically? They know. 
How do they know? . . . Our name is “Livelihood Place” (said strongly). So, we 
are connecting with them in everyday life. And this is also the neighbor 
relationship that we want to see again . . . We live here. Then you came to us 
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with a beer or an ice-lolly after work, I cooked and I asked you, “Hey, have you 
had your dinner? If not, please join us.’ This kind of connection gives us this kind 
of experience. 
(Lee, M, 52, full-time educator and designer) 
 
When LP was still in Choi Yuen Village, I also saw the neighbor interaction between 
participants and villagers as told by Lee. Brother A, a main organizer of the Concern 
Group, came to LP and Au showed his concern for the new village land search. 
Brother A told us they have targeted a piece of land, but villagers of that land did 
not welcome them. Besides, it was obvious that LP played the role of listener when 
Choi Yuen Village was demolished. Choi, a participant of LP, said a villager told him 
that, facing the demolition, she could not sleep at night. LP became a place for 
villagers to share their worries and gain mutual support.   
 
Besides sharing worries of rebuilding the new village, normal neighborly 
interactions were observed. For example, an old villager came into LP and looked 
around. He asked curiously, “What are you growing recently?” Then the old farmer 
and new farmers of LP shared their experiences and exchanged ideas. Iris said, 
“Through farming organically in the village, we hope to inspire villagers to see the 
possibilities . . . A group of young farmers passionately farm every day could make 
them (villagers) think that organic farming is a feasible occupation. This is a 
simulation for them.” Ho, reviewing the role of LP after the resettlement of LP and 
Choi Yuen Village, said that LP was actually providing the software of the new village 
by setting up an example of how to live and farm in new ways, while the Support 
Group and the Concern Group were dealing with the hardware of the new village by 
supporting the new village design and rebuilding. When villagers moved to the new 
village and tried to farm organically, LP exchanged experiences and knowledge with 
villagers. In an interview, Ho told me that one of the villagers who attended 
permaculture workshops discussed with them how to expel insects and how to 
fertilize the land without using chemicals. Villagers were in the period of transition, 
changing from their old method to organic farming. In this stage, villagers and LP 
participants learned from each other. In responding to challenges from other 
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activists, LP participants differentiated themselves from other Choi Yuen Village 
movement groups and distinguished themselves as villager supporters, listeners, 
and permaculture and organic farming demonstrators. The differentiation 
sharpened participants’ interpretation of what LP was in the process of movement 
identity construction.  
 
Besides LP, after the anti-XRL movement, another LM was established in the city of 
Hong Kong. It was Occupy Central. It was following the global Occupy movement, 
protesting against the social and economic inequalities caused by capitalism. A 
group of people had occupied a space on the ground floor of Hong Kong Shanghai 
Bank Corporation in Central since October of 2011. They set up the site with tents, 
furniture, sofas, desks, bookshelves and banners with slogans against capitalism. 
The site, which claimed public space by activists, became a site for activities, 
gathering, music sharing and a library. In their words, it was “a collectively-governed 
community and a base of protest” (#OP-Central Hong Kong 2012). Activities 
regarded as or related to alternatives of capitalism were organized. They included 
gift economy market, free school, happy kitchen etc. Though LP shared with Occupy 
Central its critique of capitalism and its will to seek alternatives, LP participants still 
differentiated themselves from it, confining their movement identity.  
 
Ho thought that although the Occupy Central saw the urge to establish community 
in Hong Kong, they failed to clarify their resistance and lacked the power to resist, 
posing no threat to anyone by occupying the site. He said he could not understand 
the way they set up the community, while there are many better ways that could 
achieve higher productivity. Ho had provided vegetables to them, and people of the 
Occupy Central told him that they had thought about growing vegetables. But Ho 
wondered about the possibilities of growing vegetables in the highest-air-pollution 
district in Hong Kong, in which vegetable grown would absorb the exotic air. By 
differentiating itself from a similar local LM, Occupy Central, LP participants 
identified production in a community, which was understood as a necessary 
condition to provide a real alternative and challenge to the capitalist society. This 
was an essential element in the movement identity of LP.  
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Interacting with other movement participants and differentiating from the similar 
movements was a process of movement identity construction in LMs, creating 
interpretations and sharpening the movement identity among LM participants. LP 
participants shared some ideas with movement groups in Choi Yuen Village; for 
example, supporting villagers to rebuild a village to regenerate rural living and being 
an alternative to the mainstream Hong Kong society. And they shared the 
movement values of autonomy and self-sufficiency with Occupy Central. But 
interacting with people of these similar local movements, LP participants 
differentiated themselves from their peers and, out of movement ideas and values, 
created their own interpretation and repertoire of actions as the content of the LP’s 
movement identity. Everyday organic farming was regarded as a repertoire of 
action to build and maintain a relationship of a community, and production was a 
way to actualize the values of autonomy and self-subsistence in LP’s movement 
identity.  
 
4.2.3. Negotiation over Conflicting Values  
The third process of construction is negotiation over conflating values and goals. 
LMs are movements that use lifestyle to make culturally oriented social change. As 
everyday life is the site of social change, participants have to negotiate conflicting 
values held by participants in different everyday dimensions in order to create 
interpretations and repertoires of action for their movement identity.  
 
The construction of movement identity endures a negotiation over conflicting goals 
and values in everyday life. Participants of LP demonstrate an example to the 
society by practising agricultural production and living in a self-satisfactory rural life, 
which is opposite to the competitive, efficiency-oriented, profit-seeking, calculating, 
fast and alienated city life. However, I found that though participants claimed that 
they would like to sustain their living by farming to demonstrate the alternative to 
the public, they were not using “the most efficient” way and organizational 
strategies to achieve the goal. As a result, they failed even to pay the cost of 
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participants’ transportation. I argue that it is a result of the negotiation over 
conflicting and incompatible goals and values – goal of earning a living by farming, 
the opposition to the profit-oriented business style, participation through 
voluntarism and organization style. And finally, interpretations were created among 
participants to explain their apparently incomprehensible practice. In the following, 
I will introduce their goals and values and the negotiation.  
 
First, one of the goals of LP is demonstrating an agricultural life which could make a 
living. Chan, a full-time student in university, strongly asserted that LP, as named, 
was a place to provide livelihood. In responding to society’s general view that 
appreciates business, but despises agriculture (重商輕農), he emphasized that 
farming was different from hobbies and interest groups (e.g. collecting shells or 
stamps), aims at killing time and entertainment. He regarded farming as a way to 
earn a living the most important part of LP. Daisy also mentioned that it was only 
possible to get rid of the control of the government by producing your own food 
and connecting with other local farmers and producers. Participants of LP would like 
to demonstrate to the society that agriculture was a respectable job and that 
agricultural living was an alternative to city life.  
 
In practice, both in old and new LP, participants farmed with an aim to grow crops 
for sale. That means they had the pressure to grow and produce enough agricultural 
products – vegetables and preserved food – for regular sales. In old LP, they 
supplied vegetables twice a week to two local NGOs. When moving to new LP, with 
a larger scale of farming, they supplied vegetables and preserved food to a chained 
organic food store through another closely connected local farm for a period of 
time and then to individual customers in a style of CSA. They had calculated the cost 
of transportation and administration in the process. Ho told me that selling through 
the local farm cost a 10% charge by the farm and $140 for transportation, which 
equaled to the price of 10 catties of vegetables. So, they had to transport more 
vegetables each time or not much can be earned.  
 
Though the cost of selling was calculated as Ho explained, Orchid, a helper of LP and 
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a developer of organic farming in Choi Yuen village, who knew well the estimation 
of costs and profits for a farm business, evaluated that LP’s productivity was not 
high enough to provide a minimum wage of $28 per hour for each farm worker. She 
suspected LP did not reach the level of production of 100 catty vegetables a day. 
And she estimated that a production of 150 catty a day, meaning that 30-40 
customers buying vegetables each day, was needed to bring a stable income to LP. 
But by her observation, the fluctuating and unstable labor provision affected the 
stable production in LP. The stability of labor will be explained later.  
 
The estimation of Orchid reflected how LP participants did not prioritize the goal of 
making enough profit from the farm to support participants’ living as the highest or 
the only goal. Wong said that transportation fee was provided in the initial period of 
old LP, and Iris also said that she had received transportation allowance. But the 
allowance was not able to support Iris’s living and student loan payment, so she was 
forced to leave LP and search for full-time and part-time jobs to maintain her 
livelihood. Indeed, most of the time, participants of LP were not paid. They were 
rewarded through taking the seasonal vegetables home and tasting the harvest at 
dinner in the LP hostel. I, as a guest farmer who did not work frequently, had taken 
ginger and broccoli home. It was satisfying to taste the food, grown by my friends 
with slight contributions from me. Though the psychological rewards were positive, 
the actual amount of harvest was not enough to satisfy their need for food. In short, 
the claim of making a living from farm is far from success. I will explain their ideas of 
business and see how they were in conflict with the expectation of making a living 
from farm in LP.  
 
Second, LP participants oppose the profit-making and social welfare model in their 
lifestyle. Using the most efficient way to maximize profit is the mainstream culture 
in capitalist society.  Formal bureaucracy, procedural production and large-scale 
production and sales, top-down style and alienated worker are typical 
characteristics of capitalist economy. Participants of LP wanted to be away from the 
profit-making model and to be an alternative model for operation and production. 
Lee, an experienced organizer in a formal art organization said that formalizing the 
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production and sales and establishing branding were attractive methods in running 
a business; however, he took another approach in LP.  
 
Lee: I don’t want to copy the formal method. So when I sensed that they would 
like to choose these methods, I stopped them. For example, making jam, it is 
really attractive (with an exaggerated tone)! – If I build up my brand, wow, a 
brand, then, buy bottles and design a pretty label, then they could be bought 
everywhere. Make it look tidy; it can be a great business. Then I interrupted 
them, “Hey! It is not difficult, just go back to a factory’s large-scale production. 
Jams are sold in Wellcome, but would you buy them?” Then they understood 
what it is.”  
(Lee, 52, M, Full-time educator and designer) 
 
Chan, a student and LP participant, also criticized many organic shops, which were 
run under the profit-making business logic. He said many organizations or shops 
that highlighted “organic farming” treated it as a kind of gimmick, a keyword, and a 
promotion strategy, to gain more profit. He thought that, besides the label of 
organic, it was hard to find anything beneficial for people in those shops. “Organic” 
was purely for making profit.  
 
Profit-making business model was not a good example to be followed. Chan 
thought social enterprise, on the other hand, was not progressive enough. He 
quoted the view of Au that social enterprises were only taking government’s money 
to temporarily take care of vulnerable groups, who were suppressed and created by 
the competitive capitalist market. But the vulnerable groups, after leaving the social 
enterprise, returned to the market as losers. He said that social enterprise was just 
a deadlock that could not solve the institutional problems. He recalled the memory 
that Au rejected the proposal of Bluebell, an NGO worker, to locate LP as a social 
enterprise, by pointing out its logical fallacy. 
 
By opposing the business profit-making model and the government-funded social 
enterprise model, the production of LP was small in scale, advertising more their 
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beliefs and spirit. Chan reflected it in an interview.  
Chan: Livelihood Place, we haven’t said that it is not a business operation. We 
sell vegetables. But it is only a means to maintain our living . . . promoting our 
beliefs. For me, it is the spirit of LP. 
(Chan, 22, M, full-time university student) 
 
To earn a living through selling vegetables in an alternative business operation and 
to promote beliefs at the same time are the ideal imagination of LP among 
participants. The avoidance of formal and large-scale production and the rejection 
of receiving government funds mean greater difficulties for LP participants 
attempting to achieve the goal of making a living off the farm. When the business 
was kept small in scale and beliefs promotion was prioritized, mature skills and 
good management of the farm became necessary to achieve the goal. However, 
especially in the initial stage of LP, participant’s immature farming skills and 
unstable labor hindered them from achieving the goals of making enough money 
for living and maintaining a business alternative.  
 
Third, labor instability, which was a main problem in LP production, was a side 
effect of LP’s principle of voluntarism. The problem of labor instability was revealed 
in the injury of Wong’s elbow. Wong was a full-time farmer of LP. His elbow was 
injured, wrapping with pain relief patch.  
 
Wong: Working day and night would lead to injury . . . If more people come and 
divide the workload, I do not have to work so much. Tam comes here less than 
me, has the same problem. I come every day. So, of course, my injury is more 
serious. 
(Wong, >40, M, photographer and full-time LP farmer)  
 
The lack and instability of labor led not only to the negligence of the farm, but also 
to increased workload for each farmer and greater risk for injury. These problems 
directly led to a demise of productivity as well as the wellbeing of participants. The 
consequences of unstable labor provision were serious, and LP participants 
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recognized it, but why did LP participants not to use coercion to enforce labor 
compliance to solve the problem? 
 
The problem of unstable labor provision reflected the organizational principle of 
voluntarism. Though the resulted instability of labor was unsatisfying, participants 
respected others’ choices and rejected any alienation. In order to encourage 
volunteers to work more, while avoiding coercion, they have to encourage people 
to be self-motivated and commit to their work. Choi, a LP participant who highly 
upheld voluntarism, provided a detailed explanation of what voluntarism was.  
 
Choi: I think the first thing is self-motivation. The so-called commitment is 
internal oriented, but not external enforcement; definitely not . . . I think they 
(other LP participants) definitely agree with me. I am confident . . . But, if 
everyone does not have discipline, how can economic activities be done? . . . I 
talked about it with Ho recently. It is simple; we want to farm on this land, to 
grow crops, maybe cooperate with a farm market, you have to transport and 
sell vegetable once a week; these are your commitment, right? You have to 
grow something for your sales. When you enter this state or those goals, you 
want to do things well, you want to achieve those goals, and they would need 
you. They are not externally forced, because you want to do them . . . even if I 
think I wake up late and without discipline, I am not afraid, because I want to do 
this, unless I want to quit, or I will enter the state naturally. It is not alienated . . . 
(Choi, 32, M, freelance educator) 
 
To solve the tension between voluntarism and disciplined economic activity, high 
self-motivation is required, so that the disciplined work is not alienating work for 
individuals.  
 
Individuals’ self-motivation was valued in the group and also the willingness to stay 
or go. LP was expected to encourage voluntarism and respect each one’s will 
equally. These were the organizational principles of LP. Choi followed his logic and 
said, “If you don’t want to do it, maybe you want to do something else, and then 
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you can leave. So, you can join naturally and go naturally. This is the organization in 
my imagination.” An organization respecting people’s will was regarded as non-
violent by Choi. And, according to Choi, “[a]n ideal non-violent state will be an 
ordered anarchy.” The harmony of the group is achieved not by being unanimous or 
staying silent even when in disagreement. Choi said, “You have to speak out, if 
there is something wrong . . . Those speaking out, those arguing, those colliding, it’s 
just we want to do something, or to loosen something, going ahead to a direction. 
This kind of go-ahead, colliding is like stones moving closer to each other.” We could 
see, the unstable labor reflected the organization style of LP. One side of LP was the 
respectability of individual’s voluntary choices and avoidance of coercion, another 
side was the requirement of self-motivated, equal and direct participation in the 
organization.  
 
For the direction of the LP group, Choi believed that this kind of organization could 
orderly move to the direction that participants wanted. Lily elaborated more on 
how group develop according to participant’s desires.  
 
Lily: If there are awareness (念力), wants, and desires in the group, things go 
on . .  . Some join and then go. It is ok.  Some thought that being together with 
you was ok. Things keep changing; it is normal. If one desires much, then he/she 
naturally attracts some other people. It is the logic of the cosmos.” 
(Lily, F, 20, full-time LP farmer) 
 
 But on the other hand, she also saw instability and changes as natural.  
 
Lily: Even Daisy, Lee, Ho were currently stable, maybe Ho would go to study for 7 
years in Germany, or Lee suddenly migrated to other place . . . You cannot grasp 
the situation and there is no need to grasp . . . when you want to be stable, it is 
only a sense of safety and I always think it is a kind of illusion.  
(Lily, F, 20, full-time LP farmer) 
 
Differences among group participants were respected and strong self-motivation 
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was the factor to hold participants together to move towards a direction they 
wanted. So, in reality, no one could “force” anyone to work; volunteers have to 
make the commitment and motivate themselves to fulfill their duties. The principles 
of voluntarism and direct participation were not only an organizational imagination; 
they were embodied in their experiences, leading to some experiences of unstable 
labor provision. 
 
Seven a.m. – an hour considered early by most LP participants who normally start 
their work on farm at 10am or 11am – was the time to clean and package the 
vegetables that would be transported to and sold through another local farm and 
organic food agent. Before the day, the first day to transport products, Ho 
suggested taking the products to Lee’s home because Lee and Ho lived in the same 
district. However, Lee said, “We should ask other people to help and we should do 
it on our farm. Let’s ask them via email to come tonight.” Finally, one more 
participant, besides those had worked during the preparation day, responded to the 
email and came in the morning to help. 
 
Ho, as all others, agreed that the problem of unstable labor existed. He kid, “It is 
impossible, even if I would like to force others to work.” He used soft ways to try to 
remind others. He said there is no way to make others do anything. He said one 
could only remind and encourage them to build up a relationship with the land, so 
that they are self-motivated to take care of the farm, especially when it faces 
excessive demands. He started building an image of a senior who reminds 
participants when they are lazy. He explained why he took this approach to remind 
his peer.  
 
Ho: It is meaningless to force someone. And you know you are limited, you don’t 
know if it is right to force someone. So, just as I said, I am pretending to be a 
senior, it is really pretending, I am not really a senior . . . But using this method 
can make things easier. Instead, now there is a pressure of production, the land 
is larger . . . as if a strong wheel pushing you to be pressured and strained.  
(Ho, M, 33, freelance educator and full-time LP farmer) 
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The emphasis of self-motivation, respect on differences, and direct participation in 
the group definitely would not guarantee a stable labor force, especially not as a 
paid economy could. However, it achieved more autonomy and diversity in 
interpersonal relationship and on work, and kept away from the kind of alienation 
they opposed in the capitalist society. An organic farm production with instability of 
labor force, but authentic participation and interpersonal relationship, were 
resulted from the negotiation between goals and values of “making livings from 
farm”, “opposing profit-oriented and social welfare models”, and “voluntarism”. 
This process of negotiation was a process bore to accommodate both livelihood 
making and individuality. The movement identity construction, instead of being 
stable, is fluid, resulting from the negotiation over diversified views of individuals 
and conflicting values and principles of the group. The negotiated movement 
identity on the other hand could anchor diversified individuals for LM actions.  
 
4.2.4. Blending Movement Values and Personal Lives 
The above explained “incorporating movement ideas”, “interacting with other 
movements’ activists to create interpretations”, and “negotiating over conflicting 
values and goals” are group-level processes of movement identity construction in 
LMs. At an individual level, movement identity is personalized, blending movement 
values and personal lives. In the post-capitalist society, LMs search for an answer to 
the existential question: “How should we live?” (Giddens 1991). Participants are 
seeking a life that is worth living and that, at the same time, changes society into a 
place where one would want to live. As LM participants are simultaneously seeking 
social changes and fulfilling the personal needs of self-actualization and satisfaction 
they are in a pursuit of moral self (Hanefler et al. 2012) and also a personal lifestyle 
that can be the means of social change. Therefore, participants have to intersect 
their personal backgrounds and personal lives with the LM to achieve the goal of 
social changes and the pursuit of moral self. Thus, blending of movement and 
personal lives becomes essential in the process of identity construction in LMs.  
Satisfactory and self-actualized life is an essential means to changing the society. As 
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Au taught in the permaculture workshop, “Permaculture and organic farming brings 
happiness, while chemicals represent negative and submission. Are you happy 
eating organic food these few days? If you do things happily, you do it even under 
oppression, and it is not done out of fear. Mr. and Mrs. Li are happy to farm 
organically and at the same time they can earn their living . . . You can only 
persuade others when you live happily.” So, the self-actualized and happy life is a 
means in LM to persuade others to change, and self-actualizing becomes an 
important process of identity construction.  
 
LP always gave people an impression of happiness and self-enjoyment. Some 
people even questioned whether LP participants were only enjoying themselves. 
However, I noticed that enjoying a new lifestyle is in itself a process of constructing 
a movement identity in LP.  
 
Ho thought that both knowing what we wanted in life and having happiness, and 
being moral and just were important for being an activist and for living. He, a full 
time farmer and freelancer teacher in community college, said that it was indeed 
very physically demanding and mentally challenging to work at the farm during the 
day and other jobs till very late at night. But he was still very pleased.  
 
Ho: After a whole day farming, I only want to have a meal. What is the meal? It 
is the food grown by myself. I read and watch movie if there is still time. And it 
is already a perfect day. 
(Ho, M, 33, freelance educator) 
 
Happiness, self-satisfaction, morality and an alternative life of LM had already been 
blended together as one in Ho’s living. My second interview with Ho took place 
during another night that followed a whole day of farm work. We went back to the 
LP dormitory; located 20-minute on foot away from the farm, the dormitory is a 
one-story village house common to the rural areas of the New Territories. A living 
room was in center of the house. Two working desks were in the working area, 
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which was in a corner of the house. Poster of the Shinsuke Ogawa film festival7, a 
label written “I love tofu” and two hand-drawn calendars with busy schedules 
written on them were on the wall next to the desks. Ho sat in the corner where the 
working desk was placed. He caught a cold during the day and had a slight fever. He 
was visibly tired and slow to respond to questions. He used the seeds of perilla and 
ginger – ingredients to function as “san hong” (散寒), which literally means 
“dissipating cold” in Chinese medicine – to make a drink. After drinking, Ho felt 
much better and asked me to record these words: “I feel better after drinking this. 
This is a drink made of Livelihood Places’ perilla seeds and ginger. My legs and arms 
were not weak and feeble now. I am recovered.” He felt greatly satisfied not only 
because of his recovery, but also because of the medicine he grew himself.  
 
LP food was not only regarded as having a great function, but was emotionally 
supportive as well. While LP was still located in Choi Yuen Village, LP participants 
faced the Land Department’s land resumption and construction work with villagers 
every day. As participants did not know when the land would be resumed, and 
vegetables took a few months to grow, since November of 2010, they stopped 
seeding and turned to patrolling to protect the village and, at the same time, to 
search for a new land for LP resettlement. The protection and the confrontations in 
the village were tense. Villagers and patrollers, including LP participants, were 
stressed every day. Ho said he was unhappy and tired arguing and “fighting” in the 
everyday patrol. However, lettuce, which was seeded in August and lay silent for 
few months, suddenly grew into harvestable vegetables in November. Ho called 
them “yi hei choi” (literally means “brotherhood vegetable”), which gave LP 
participants energy in the difficult time. Yi hei choi was tasted in a hot pot gathering 
in LP and shared with villagers and friends who supported the village. Ho 
interpreting lettuce as “yi hei” was an example of blending farming and activism in 
                                                     
7
 Shinsuke Ogawa is famous of producing the eight-year, seven-film “Narita” series. Residences of 
Sanrizuka, a farming village in Narita, Japan, have struggled against the New Tokyo International 
Airport Project since 1968. Though different in context and details, Choi Yuen Village shared 
situation of forced demolition caused by a construction. The film festival was held in Hong Kong. Ho 
was the host of one of the seminars, and LP was invited to sell organic fresh crops at the entrance.   
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the village.  
 
Cherry was a full-time student when I interviewed her. She said that she felt free 
when farming and doing things in front of her in LP. She needed no one’s orders and 
regulations. Her imagination of living changed. She thought there was no need to 
earn and save a lot of money for buying a house and supporting her living. She 
blended her life plan and everyday practices with the LP’s value of autonomy. She 
explained it with changes to her everyday life.  
 
For example, we understand the quality of bread by making it. They said, the 
bread priced at $7.80 outside was empty (it means the texture of bread is 
soft and fluffy, giving an impression that the material is not substantial). So, I 
avoid buying bread in chain stores now . . . Then I think, “Why can’t I make 
it?” I used to go shopping and buying clothes in the mall, even during the 20-
minute break in my lessons.  If there was not enough time, I would finish 
shopping during the next break. I hung around shopping malls when I was 
bored. Nothing to do in a shopping mall, except to buy clothes. But after 
farming, I have not bought any clothes. I found myself on the farm. I found 
my ideal life in LP.  
(Cheery, F, 24, university student) 
 
Ho and Cherry both showed that they enjoyed their farming lives in LP and “found 
their lives” or “found the self” by blending the LM with their pursuit of a moral and 
authentic self. This self was more autonomous, simple, pleasant, satisfactory and 
self-reliant. 
 
What had been learned in LMs would affect a LM participant’s other parts of living.  
It is also a form of blending the LM with the pursuit of a moral and authentic self. 
Farming requires a person to be more tolerant to nature. So, Daisy had to be more 
tolerant in the farm.  
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Interviewer: You always say farming is happy. What is it?  
Daisy:   The farm requires a lot; requires you to think a lot. For 
example, when I start farming, I have to pay more attention to the weather 
report, water, the permaculture, the land arrangement . . . You know you 
have to think actively. And then you act actively; the farm tells you its 
changes. It is different every day and you communicate with it. I think this 
kind of interaction is important for people.  
 
Being active to make changes was said by Daisy to be important for people’s 
interaction, because Hong Kong people were trapped in dominant/submissive 
relationships that conflicts could be sparked off in any moment. She suggested that 
tolerance could also be applied to human relationship that people can live in 
harmony. 
 
Daisy: But, it is different from being employed. You have your own ideas, but 
your boss tells you what to do, you can only shut up. We live unhappily and 
we live under regulations. So, we found that we are discontented and we 
have to complain all the time. You are unbalanced . . . Most Hong Kong 
people give me this feeling. It can explode any time. There is no buffer 
between people, for understanding or tolerance . . . Our relationships – with 
family, with boss, with partner – are failures. They are always tense. There is 
actually an alternative. The farm tells you, “Hey! You can’t be so self-
centered.” You are living in the world, and it communicates with you, and 
you both respond and change at the same time. You cannot controvert it, 
and you believe the laws of nature. You live by the laws and consider how to 
live. So mighty! So mighty! 
(Daisy, F, 34, Freelance educator and artist) 
 
Moon also said that as she experienced more courage after farming. She was now 
brave enough to choose to be a freelancer and act authentically according her will. 
 
Moon: We are able to grow paddy. It was easy. Simply speaking, Jenny said, 
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“It will be ok if you try. Then what can’t be done?” It is like a fearless attitude. 
You even change your attitude on other things. You are fearless when you 
work . . . If you choose to be freelancer, you decide to do it. It’s not like doing 
a full-time job, where you do what your boss orders, and even if you don’t 
agree, you will do it . . . Of course being a freelancer, sometimes you still 
would say that I am forced to take the job for money. But in truth, you can 
reject it and get another job. The benefit of freelancing is that you can 
choose another job . . .   
(Moon, F, 28, freelance writer) 
 
The narratives of Daisy and Moon reflected the movement identity construction 
that involves the blending of the movement and their personal lives, which were 
self-actualized and authentic, in a way of applying the wisdoms learnt from farm to 
their everyday life.  
 
Besides the application of the values of LM to personal lives, movement identity 
construction also occurs in an intersection of a LM and participants’ background. 
The obvious example in LP is the intersection of LM and Lee’s Buddhist beliefs.  
 
Lee is a Buddhist practitioner who did not agree with using confrontational methods 
to change situations and solve conflicts. He interpreted previous traditional 
movements with his Buddhist beliefs like this. He said after learning Buddhist 
teaching since 2009, he learnt about human being’s problems and worries. He 
reviewed the strategies used in traditional social movements, such as those used in 
the preservations of “Star Ferry” and “Queens’ Pier”. He thought though activists 
staged peaceful protests, as they needed popular support, they had to arouse the 
negative emotions of the masses. However, he said, “Arousing others’ negative 
emotions, such as anger, to do something in the movement, the result must not be 
a good one. This understanding comes from the principles of Buddhism.” He 
explained that the anti-XRL movement was a copy of preservation movements, 
which were led by an irreversible cycle of the social and economic development 
made by all Hong Kong people including him. Lee explained this irreversible cycle on 
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the first day of the two-day permaculture workshop, held in a local permaculture 
farm. Lee shared his view on the conspiracy of design education and vested interest, 
contributing to the irreversible cycle.  
 
“Design is serving the economic system. I thought that design can improve 
human living, but I found that it only improves the boss’ living when I worked in 
the industry. Then I went teaching in school and found that it is irreversible . . . 
students trained in advertising design estate advertisement; those in visual 
communications design estate sales brochure; those in environment and those 
in interior design design show flats; and those in product design design lifestyle 
products. In 2006, I led a group of year one students to challenge the status quo 
in the preservation movement of Star Ferry. However, social movements do not 
work, because we spent 20 years training up people to make consumption more 
attractive.”  
(Lee, M, 52, full-time educator, 2-year Buddhist practitioner)  
 
So, after learning Buddhism, Lee believed, “Instead of reforming the society in order 
to reform the world, first of all, we reform our heart. Then I told activist friends that 
the real revolution starts with the revolution of hearts.” (如果真係要革命呢，首先
要革咗自己個心先) He observed that the hearts of LP participants were 
undergoing a revolution. He thought that the greatest social movement is in the 
everyday life decisions we make. He cited the ideas of Goodall, an anthropologist 
who studied orangutans, who argues that there are three chances to change the 
world every day – whether you eat vegetable or meat. Every act in daily life is a vote, 
and it is the greatest power of any revolution. He believed that LP working with a 
changed heart could lead to amazing results.  
 
The process of personalization of the movement identity in the identity 
construction was shown in the intersection of the movement LP and Buddhist 
reformist interpretation that guided Lee’s attitude and actions in LP’s 
confrontational situations. The integrated attitude guided Lee in the confrontations 
with red fire ants, unfriendly neighbors of the LP.  
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Red fire ants are inhabitants of the LP farmland, and their nests, which look like 
small sand dunes on soil, were in the farm and on the small paths. Without wearing 
long and plastic farm boots, the ants could easily reach and bite your feet. On the 
first day of the new farmland visit, a friend of LP, Fan, who promised to show up at 
the day, did not appear. LP participants, walking in line, asked where Fan was, and 
there were rumors that he was bitten by red fire ants and had to be admitted to the 
hospital. So, LP participants considered red fire ants as “dangerous and fatal 
inhabitants of the farm.” At the day visit, Fan finally showed up, and I was not sure 
if he had been admitted to the hospital because of the ant bites. But in reality, a LP 
participant, Ho, was seriously bit by red ants while he was working on the farm. Ant 
bites were all over his arms and even around his belly. In addition, red fire ants ate 
seeds and Chinese long beans. Red fire ants were the “troublesome inhabitants” in 
LP. Lee blended his practice of Buddhism with the careful use of pesticides in 
organic farming. This blended interpretation directed his beliefs and actions in the 
LM when confronting red fire ants.  
 
Getting along with the red fire ants was not easy. Lee followed the Buddhist 
teachings of showing compassion to all beings and not killing; he tried to be in 
harmony with the ants. He shared a Dharma talk of Master Chin Kung, which talked 
about how to treat animals and insects, with the LP email group. In the video, 
Master Chin Kung (Master Chin Kung and Chan 2011) shared few farming stories in 
the talk. He said that animals, insects and human-beings could co-exist and co-
prosper with each other; when you treat insects well, they treat you well. When he 
grew vegetables in Australia, he set up where a zone of vegetables for the insects. 
He communicated with the insects and told them to eat vegetables in the specific 
zone, but not other areas. For ten years, insects have eaten only the vegetables in 
that zone, and the quality of vegetables in that zone was kept high. Master Chin 
Kung and his Sangha had a good relationship with insects and animals because they 
respected each other, taking care of and cooperating with each other. Another 
story told was that some pests ate a farmer’s wheat, and other farmers in the area 
strongly suggested her to use pesticides. She vowed with compassion that even if 
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the pests ate all her wheat, she would not kill one of them. She led her people to 
chant “Amitabha” sutra around the farm. In the next day, no pests could be found 
on the farm. Master Chin taught that if you killed insects, they would kill you. So, 
people should have compassion mind and take care of all beings equally.  
 
Lee provided the video and hoped that other participants could learn from these 
farmers’ stories and the attitudes behind them. He himself also practiced the 
teaching when facing red fire ants and encouraged others to practice with him. He 
tried to communicate with red fire ants. Before filling channels with water for 
watering, he warned the ants in the first place and asked them to go away to reduce 
the casualties. Besides, he placed a Buddhist chant player in the working shed, 
hoping that the ants would know his co-existence intention.  
 
The blending of Buddhist beliefs and practices with the LM of LP provides new 
interpretations – the coexistence of “enemy” and “us”, and the repertoires of 
actions to respect the living needs of all beings on the farm. These interpretations 
and repertoires of actions became part of the personalized movement identity of LP 
– through the identity construction process of blending movement with personal 
lives.  
 
As discussed above, the personalization of the movement includes the intersection 
of movement beliefs and actions and participants’ personal backgrounds and the 
blending of movement values with their self-satisfied and self-actualized personal 
lives. The personalization of movement identity is a necessary process in the 
construction of movement identity in LMs. It facilitates a process where participant 
use their lives to actualize the values of the movement and have a culturally-
oriented and generalized resistance. The personalization of movement is a self-
reflexive process in which individual participants make sense of the movement 
actions and interpretations with their personal pursuits, by connecting the 
movement with their self-actualization in personal lives and communicating the 
movement with their personal backgrounds. Participants of LMs altogether answer 
the questions of “how should we live” reflexively in the movement identity 
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construction in LMs.  
 
5. Conclusion 
Movement identity construction of LMs is an actualization of movement values into 
concrete interpretations and repertories of action. In this study, I suggest four LM 
identity construction processes: incorporation of movement ideas as needed, 
interactions with people of movements to create interpretations, negotiation over 
conflicting values and personalization of movement. The first three processes occur 
at the group level and the last one occurs at an individual level.  
 
This study supplements the discussion of movement identity construction by 
identifying the limitation of existing literature, which focuses mainly on traditional 
social movements, and by explaining the identity construction of LMs. As the focus 
of culturally-oriented LMs is on demonstrating movement values to the public 
rather than on exploring the interests of social groups in social structures, the 
construction of movement identity in LMs is no longer based on a social group’s 
boundary and consciousness. On the contrary, the goal of value demonstration and 
the different backgrounds of participants favor an incorporation of different ideas 
and personalizing individuals’ identities in the construction of movement identity. 
The fluidity, group-work and reflexivity are identified as distinct features of the 
movement identity construction of LMs.  
 
First, the construction of collective identity of LM, based on the needs and values 
shared among a group, is more fluid and unstable than the solid identity derived 
from the commonness of a social group. In this study, we can see that the fluid 
identity construction process was influenced by the social network and 
environment of an LM. The incorporation of movement ideas is possible only if 
these ideas are transmitted through LM participants. The ideas of Amateur Revolt, 
Half-Farmer–Half-X and community economy were incorporated into the 
movement identity of LP only because individual participants knew the ideas and 
were connected to the relevant LMO or cultural entrepreneurs. Also, the opinions 
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and resources of group members inside the LP network helped to develop the form 
of LP. Lee’s strong stance of “setting up a physical place to be a base of LM” was a 
significant contribution to establishing LP as a physical base rather than a virtual e-
community. And Au’s professional knowledge of farming facilitated the 
development of LP’s Half-Farmer identity. The fluidity of the movement identity 
construction can be seen in the variability of the resources and ideas gained 
through the social network of LM. That means once the social network of LM 
changes, providing or withdrawing resources, the movement identity of LM may 
also change.  
 
The fluid movement identity construction is also influenced by the LM’s 
environment. In this study, the movement identity of LP was constructed by 
actualizing the values that responded to the social problems revealed in the anti-
XRL movement. Besides, the movement identity was developed through identity 
talk when LP was challenged by other social movement groups and when 
participants were differentiating themselves from similar local movements. 
Therefore, when new social problems were identified by LP participants as relevant, 
or when new challenges appeared, the LP movement identity responded to the 
environment and was developed in order to provide interpretations and repertories 
of actions to participants. The fluidity of the movement identity construction is 
therefore a process of “becoming” a LM identity, with ideas transmitted by 
adherents, “elaborating” the identity according with backgrounds and situations of 
adherents, “negotiating” the identity over among conflicting values, and “evolving” 
the identity alongside the development of its environment and conditions. 
 
Second, there was group identity work in LMs. The picture of identity work depicted 
by Haenfler et. al. (2012) was that individualized movement adherents received 
cultural resources and movement identity from the resourceful LM structures; i.e. 
the LMOs, cultural entrepreneurs and loose social networks. However, in this study, 
movement participants do not face movement structures alone in the identity 
construction process; they do not receive a movement identity from a SMO like 
those in traditional social movements. Instead, they construct the movement 
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identity actively in group work. LM participants incorporate ideas and forms from 
the structure according to the group’s needs and agenda. The diffuse structure of 
LMs is just references or tool kit providers for LMs participants in the process of 
movement identity construction. As I commented in the literature review, Haenfler 
et. al. (2012)’s depiction of LMs is too individualized – participants act alone even 
when they are situated in a loose social network with other adherents. The 
depiction may be valid in consumption-based LMs where adherents mostly act 
alone to consume. But, in production-based LMs, actions are not totally 
individualized and privatized. Group work is required for production; there is more 
group work than individualized and privatized actions in the identity construction 
processes. In movement identity construction of this study, participants worked in a 
group to produce interpretations for facing outside challenges. They digested the 
transmitted ideas of other LMs, and their opinions came from participation in 
previous social movements. Also, they negotiated in a group over the conflicting 
goals and values to reshape their interpretations and repertoires of actions. The 
group identity work of LMs deserves more attention in future studies.  
 
Third, the construction of movement identity is self-reflexive and bottom up, 
requiring individual participant’s subjective interpretation of the movement, 
without the formal and centralized organizations and base of a social group. Adding 
that personal identity and lifestyle are the sites of social change (Haenfler et. al. 
2012), personalization of the movement - work of everyone in the small-sized group 
of LM – becomes a necessary process in identity construction. The appealing 
collective dimension of LM movement identity shared among group members is just 
one side of the coin. The other side is the personalizing of the collectively shared 
movement identity - tailor-made identity in Haenfler’s (2004) term is the unique 
process of LMs. The cultural aim of LMs is to answer the existential question of 
“how should we live?”(Giddens, 1998) in the post-capitalist society and pursue a 
moral self. It thus requires participants to be self-reflexive in understanding their 
movement actions, with the aim of bettering society and achieving self-
actualization and life satisfaction. In the case of LP, the personalization of 
movement is a necessary process for participants to become more autonomous and 
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less alienated. The personalization of a movement is also a kind of "politicization of 
everyday life" (Taylor and Whittier 1992), thus becoming dominant in the identity 
construction process of LMs.  
 
We can never understand LMs out of the context. LMs may intersect with 
contentious politics. In this study, I found that the participation in contentious 
politics did influence the movement identity construction of the following LMs. It 
mirrors what is found in the literature of social movements: that activists continue 
to hold liberal beliefs, participate in activism, and pursue lifestyle in concert with 
their beliefs (cf. Fendrich 1993; McAdam 1989; Whalen and Flacks 1989). Previous 
participation in contentious politics helped define the directions of the LMs and 
influenced the process of LM identity construction. In the study, LP participants 
generated needs and discovered social problems in the anti-XRL movement. The 
needs and problems found basically facilitate the establishment of the LM of LP. In 
identity construction process, incorporation of movement ideas and the needs 
generated in the previous contentious movement decided which ideas of 
movements were incorporated and how the ideas were modified in the identity 
construction process. Also, social networks were suggested to be a consequence of 
a social movement (Tarrow 1995, McAdam 1989). In the study, the social network 
consisting of the previous anti-XRL movement, the Post-80s and the Choi Yuen 
villagers provided resources necessary for the establishment and operation of LP. 
The contributions of the social network were mentioned in the above fluidity of 
identity construction. Although this study is not focused in analysis the intersection 
between the contentious politics and the following LMs, the impacts of the resulted 
social network, and the resulted beliefs and ideas in providing resources to and 
deciding directions of the movement identity construction of the following LM are 
obvious and prove worthwhile for future study.  
 
Last but not the least, this study is also significant in empirically deepening our 
understanding of LMs in Hong Kong. After the contentious politics of the anti-XRL 
movement, several lifestyle movements emerged in both rural areas and cities to 
promote new lifestyles and ideas challenging the mainstream culture of Hong Kong. 
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These include the new Choi Yuen Village and the Ma Po Po Farm in rural areas, and 
Occupy Central, slow living and rooftop-planting in cities. This study helps us 
understand the rural area LMs, which is a flashback to an age when agriculture was 
a prominent industry in Hong Kong, and a representative of new social movements. 
City LMs in Hong Kong is an area for future investigation. 
 
Appendix 











1.  LP Chan  M 22 D Full-time 
university 
student  
CY protection  
2.  LP Lee M 52 T  Full-time 
educator and a 
designer 
SF and QP, Anti-
XRL and CY 
protection 
3.  LP Choi  M 32 M Freelance 
educator 
Anti-XRL and CY 
protection 
4.  LP Wong M >40 T Photographer, 
4-day farmer 
Anti-XRL and CY 
protection 
5.  LP Ho M 33 M Freelance 
cultural 
educator 
WTO protest, SF 
and QP, Anti-
XRL and CY 
protection 
6.  LP Au M >40 D Farmer Anti-XRL and CY 
protection 
7.  LP Lily F 20 S Form 7 
repeated 
student  
SF and QP, Anti-
XRL and CY 
protection 
8.  LP Moon F 28 D Freelance Anti-XRL and CY 
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writer protection 




SF and QP, Anti-
XRL and CY 
protection 




11.  LP Iris F 25 D Job seeker SF and QP, Anti-
XRL and CY 
protection 
12.  LP Jasmin
e 
F 27 D Full-time Art 
NGO staff 
Anti-XRL and CY 
protection 
13.  LP Violet F 24-
30 
D Full-time Art 
NGO staff 
Anti-XRL and CY 
protection 
14.  LP (later 
exit) 
Cheung M 26 M Freelancer Anti-XRL  
15.  ex-LP Pansy F 29 D Freelance 
educator and 
designer 
SF and QP, Anti-
XRL and CY 
protection 
16.  ex-LP Bluebel
l 
F 27 D Full-time NGO 
worker 
Anti-XRL and CY 
protection 
17.  Choi 
Yuen 
Villager 
Orchid F 50 T  Full-time 
janitor 
Anti-XRL and CY 
protection 





Aster F 24 D  Full-time 
research 
student  
Anti-XRL and CY 
protection 
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Anti-XRL and CY 
protection 






M  Full-time NGO 
staff 
Anti-XRL and CY 
protection 







D Full-time NGO 
staff 





S = secondary level of education 
T= Diploma or Tertiary level of education (degree holder or above) 
D= Degree holder 
M= Master holder 
SF and QP = Movement of Start Ferry and Queen’s Pier Conservation 
Anti-XRL = Anti-XRL movement  
CY protection = Choi Yuen Village protection  
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